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No single event can awaken  
within us a stranger totally unknown to us.  
To live is to be slowly born. 
-Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 
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Abstract 
Over the past thirty years, the presence of professional female conductors has visibly 
increased within the world of choral music and choral music education. Though pedagogical and 
societal challenges of gender bias and professional capacity remain evident, attitudes are shifting 
towards a focus on professional behaviors including competency and holistic personal development 
(Hansen 2009, 189-190). This document is a yearlong journal exploring the world of three career 
female music educators who emulate both artistic conducting and effective music pedagogy.  
This thesis outlines the experiences of female choral conductors and their strong desire for 
career-long success founded in positivity, sustainability and professional behaviors stemming from 
three distinct, yet interconnected research categories; the classroom: surveying aspects of teacher 
effectiveness, personal reflections and modeling; concert preparation: surveying aspects of rehearsal 
delivery and the history of women conductors in the concert hall; and career development. 
Questions explored in the document include society’s attitude towards women conductors and their 
development personally and professionally. Specific research questions include:  What is the 
perception the academy and society at large hold about women conductors? What challenges do 
women conductors face? What advantages do they possess? Of what should the next generation be 
aware?  
A survey of literature pertaining to female choral conductors included topics of research 
within the three study categories.  Research concerning female conductors in the classroom included 
teacher effectiveness and females working with adolescent male students.  Research in the category 
of female conductors in the concert hall included score preparation, a history of women choral 
conductors on the podium and female choral conductors in the academy.  Literature concerning the 
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career of female conductors included personal interviews and a focus on conductors’ personal and 
organizational legacy in the context of music as a social force.  
Study data was gathered through a variety of methods including interviews of three highly 
successful career conductors and a summary from the pioneering book, Wit, Wisdom and Will, which 
provides an academic yet holistic picture of the microcosm of women conductors. Personal 
fieldwork teaching experiences were also utilized as supplementation to the literature and 
professional teaching experience. Finally, ten segments from personal fieldwork teaching experiences 
were assessed based on a rubric constructed to measure teacher effectiveness. 
In chronicling the history of the archetypal struggles, gender bias, and issues of professional 
competency for women in choral conducting, an attempt was made to represent the past and 
research the present, as well as herald the future. While the past represents gender as an integral part 
of identity, the present manifests gender and its role in identity formation. Potential future 
perspectives for female choral conductors are discussed.   
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Introduction 
 Over the past thirty years, the presence of professional female conductors in music has 
increased panoptically (Catoni Conlon 2009b). Females add a unique, intuitive and interpersonal 
perspective, which was previously not commonplace in conductor leadership styles (Rao 2009, 243-
246). Though pedagogical and societal challenges remain, particularly in higher education, attitudes 
are shifting to focus on professional behaviors including competency and holistic personal 
development. This document is a yearlong journal exploring the world through the eyes of 
successful females modeling artistic conducting and effective music pedagogy. Questions explored in 
the document include society’s attitude towards women conductors and their development 
personally and professionally. What is the perception the academy and society at large hold about 
women conductors? What are challenges they face? What advantages do they possess? Of what 
should the next generation be aware? This thesis includes personal experiences, interviews and 
observations of other female conductors as well as scholastic research on the same concepts and 
supporting material.  
This thesis chronicles the experiences of female choral conductors from the classroom 
environment including teacher effectiveness and personal reflections, through the concert 
preparation and delivery, connected by a strong desire for careers founded in positivity, sustainability 
and professional behaviors. A portion of this thesis includes a review of literature concerning 
teacher effectiveness, and females working with adolescent male students. A review of literature 
concerning performance practices explores score selection, preparation and delivery and the history 
of women as choral conductors within the academy and professionally. The last portion of this 
thesis includes a review of literature concerning ensemble culture and legacy. A summary from the 
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pioneering book, Wit, Wisdom and Will, which provides an academic, yet holistic picture of the 
microcosm of female conductors, is woven throughout the document.  
As a choral conductor completing an undergraduate degree in music education, in terms of 
applicable field work in conjunction with this study, I planned lessons, taught and conducted three 
ensembles, including students from ages eight to eighteen, at Montevideo Middle School, a public 
school, and the Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir, a local auditioned children’s choir. Each lesson 
was filmed, and ten segments were assessed based on a rubric constructed to measure teacher 
effectiveness. To conclude my field experience of the aforementioned ensembles, I observed and 
interviewed Sarah Grisso and Julia J. White, as well as my project advisor, Director of Choral 
Activities at James Madison University, Dr. Jo-Anne van der Vat-Chromy.  
“What behaviors, what inner decisions can be viewed as harbingers of the future for women 
in choral conducting?” is an overarching question that emerged within the research process and 
construction of this document. In the past, gender has been foundational to the expression of one’s 
identity; however, research indicates gender is moving from being a typifying archetype into a unique 
entry-point for the expression of wholeness (Dimensions of national Cultures, n.d.). Though one 
should acknowledge the past, embracing the emerging reality is the key to growth.  
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Classroom 
 
Teacher Effectiveness 
  
 Effective teaching is the active application and exploration of personality, philosophy, and 
pedagogy. More specifically, researchers have determined that highly effective teachers demonstrate 
behaviors including: “high levels of intensity, competent verbal and nonverbal communication skills, 
eye contact, feedback, physical gestures, pacing and sequential patterns of music instruction” 
(Mayhew 2010, 16). Mayhew continues, that after completing a study in which music majors, pre-
service teachers, and teachers analyzed thin slices (approximately 15 seconds) of videos, “[b]oth 
groups cited teaching strategies (36%) and rehearsal strategies (18.7%) most often as influencing 
their evaluation of effectiveness. Factors cited less often included delivery/communicative skills 
(14%), student behavior (13.9%), personality/appearance (8%), and classroom environment (3.6%)” 
(Mayhew 2010, vii). Presenting another, similar composite perspective on effectiveness, Yarbrough 
(1975) states teacher intensity is partially defined by physical interaction with students including eye 
contact, varying teacher-student proximity, facial feedback (approval/disapproval) and varied 
speaking voice (Mayhew 2010, 17). The qualities listed above are easily observable within a few 
seconds. Furthermore, researchers determined that a teacher’s initial impression, or pre-conducting 
behaviors, from walking into the classroom to the first down-beat, are indicative of teacher 
effectiveness (Fredrickson, Johnson, and Robinson 1998, 3). Consequently, conductors must be 
highly aware of their personal physical behaviors. Teacher intensity, communication skills, eye 
contact, posture and physical gestures are all important to presenting a highly effective first 
impression. Doing so helps to lay the ensemble’s tone for the rest of the rehearsal, or potentially, for 
the rest of the year.   
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 Not surprisingly, a teacher’s musical approach also plays a significant role in teacher 
effectiveness. As expanded upon in the section titled “Score Preparation”, selecting appropriate 
repertoire for the ensemble’s age group, skill level, context, and voicing is critical. Colleen Jean 
Kirk’s legacy also asserts the benefits of using physical movement and repertoire to teach the 
elements of music found therein (Whittemore 2009c, 436). According to Howard Gardner’s Theory 
of Multiple Intelligences (1983), teaching a concept through multiple entry points deepens and 
strengthens individual understanding. According to a study conducted by Madsen (1989), knowledge 
is also a component of a high-magnitude teacher (Mayhew 2010, 17). Examples of this research 
applied to a choral rehearsal include student skill acquisition and development in solfege, sight-
reading, aural and vocal technique, as well as other areas, or providing students with a historical, 
anecdotal and/or social context for each musical composition. Furthermore, conductor behaviors 
paired favorably with a teacher’s physical behaviors and perceptions of teacher effectiveness, also 
cited by Yarbrough (1975) in her list of high-magnitude teacher behaviors (Mayhew 2010, 17). In a 
study cited by Price and Winter (1991), conductors displaying expressive conducting gestures such as 
group eye contact, facial feedback and expressive body language, and were rated more positively 
than individuals operating under strict conducting conditions (Mayhew 2010, 20).  
On a more foundational level, the pedagogy behind the music’s delivery is also critical. 
Research conducted by Madsen, Standley and Cassidy in 1989 further clarified Yarbrough’s list of 
highly effective teacher behaviors. Changes included the addition of the phrase: “sustained control 
of the student/teacher interaction with efficient, accurate presentation and correction of the subject 
matter combined with enthusiastic affect and pacing”  (Cassidy, Madsen and Standley 1989, 86) and 
criteria: “(a) enthusiasm; (b) attention to student involvement; (c) planning; (d) knowledge; (e) the 
ability to give short, simple instructions; (f) confidence; and (g) the ability to maximize time on task” 
(Mayhew 2010, 17). Sequential planning and instruction are vital for effective pedagogy (Bowers 
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2004). The use of rehearsal threads1 and curricular through-lines2, help create an efficient rehearsal 
pace and concise teacher instruction and feedback. Mayhew purports when an individual observes a 
thin-slice teaching sequence “it may be possible to observe at least part of an effective sequential 
pattern…even a brief observation of an incomplete teaching cycle may influence an initial 
impression of effectiveness” (Mayhew 2010, 21). Establishing through-lines and rehearsal threads, or 
curricular (social or academic) goals provide “mile markers” by which students and teachers can 
track an ensemble’s progress, providing an opportunity for assessment. Furthermore, establishing a 
goal provides a sense of pace from which the teacher may base their entire lesson sequence and 
rhetoric. Similarly, pacing is listed as one of Yarbrough’s (1975) initial behaviors of a high magnitude 
teacher (Mayhew 2010, 17) and clarity of instructions and related teacher feedback remain important 
for teacher effectiveness.  
A simple, yet concrete example of maximizing available time is through the overall rehearsal 
structure. By planning rehearsals in an hour-glass style or a sine wave, starting with the big picture: 
warm-ups, technique, and rehearsal threads, moving into new material, peaking at the most 
challenging material, and returning to the wider ends of the hourglass or the negative values in a sine 
wave with review and ending on a well-like piece or activity (Table 1: Rehearsal Flow and Direct 
Instruction Model). Applying this model, which balances routine and novelty, ease and challenge, 
students remain on-task and engaged without becoming overwhelmed (Bowers 2004). Mayhew 
summarizes research that indicates highly effective teachers working within the sequential teaching 
model use more specific positive feedback reinforcement, evocative of Clifford Madsen’s statement 
                                                          
1 Rehearsal threads: similar to through-lines, but overarching goals (typically academic/musical in nature) for a 
single rehearsal.  
2 Through-lines are overarching curricular goals (either academic or social) which serve as entry points 
throughout the rehearsal period. They help make each ensemble member’s experience meaningful, no matter their entry-
point. 
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of “Positives come, go and negatives accumulate” and “we create culture, which in turn creates us” 
(Mayhew 2010, 22; Madsen 2012, van der Vat-Chromy 2010a). A higher occurrence of positive 
feedback may be indicative of the teacher’s desired classroom culture, or that more effective 
teaching produces a higher student success rate. Additionally, adhering to these tenets funnel 
classroom culture through the unseen screen of classroom management, rendering less effective 
teacher behaviors of yelling, frustration and conjunctive, off-task student behaviors, virtually extinct.  
One of the easiest ways to deliver content quickly and concisely is by developing a script 
based on a direct instruction model. Composed of three steps and only a handful of elements, the 
direct instruction model provides an opportunity for introducing a concept and successive shaping, 
through verbal and non-verbal feedback (Table 2) (Bowers 2004). Structured to accommodate a 
variety of entry points including academic, social, directional and the occasional off-task statement, 
the direct instruction model encourages teacher-based, rather than teacher-centric instruction. 
Furthermore, it consciously provides opportunity for student performance and response so teachers 
may check for understanding. 
  Practicing effective and highly effective teacher behaviors reap concrete benefits. In a study 
conducted by Yarbrough, students taught by high magnitude teachers demonstrated a lower 
percentage of off-task behavior and a more strongly positive student self-assessment (Mayhew 2010; 
Yarbrough 1975, 134). Research also indicates that teacher magnitude influences individuals’ 
perception of teacher effectiveness more than accuracy of instruction or classroom behavior 
(Mayhew 2010, 18).  
While Alice Parker recognizes the importance of studying and practicing sound pedagogy, 
she reminds conductors that music is more than notes on a page and effective teaching is more than 
theories, when she remarks, “Reading the page, being faithful to it, studying books and taking 
courses about music are all secondary to living, actual sound” (Alice Parker 1998). In a similar 
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fashion, Colleen Jean Kirk establishes the basis of being an effective teacher, by placing the focus 
squarely on the students: “Teaching is about the students, not the teacher. If not, it is just doing, not 
teaching” (Whittemore 2009c, 435). Conductors are teachers and teachers are conductors—they are 
simply entry points for one another, but should always work together (Henry Leck 2009, 66).While a 
teacher can be technically perfect, if the teacher lacks passion for sharing the music and their ideas 
about the music, they will not be able to obtain greatness. Ultimately, a teacher-conductor should be 
preparing their students to share their musical experience with the audience in “the celebration of 
what has already happened” (Jerry Luckhardt, quoted in Yarnell 2009, 6).  
Much research points to the social aspects of music as foundation for transcendent musical 
experiences (van der Vat-Chromy 2010b, 61, 64). More important than passion for music, the 
character of the teacher is critical, as limbic systems entrain between conductors and ensembles 
(Amini, Lannon and Lewis 2000, 141-144). Effective teachers may achieve technical perfection, but 
highly effective teachers also model how to live a fulfilled life, through their integrity of character 
(Henry Leck 2009, 8). The most effective teachers integrate mind, body and spirit, building a 
framework of pedagogy, so that the music can come alive in the minds and hearts of their students.  
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Reflections on Teaching Observations 
Video 1 
September 15, 2011 
Montevideo Middle School Mustang Melodies 
Repertoire: Warm-ups 
Deo! Rehearsal 1 
1. Teacher Effectiveness Summary 
a. Teacher offers limited facial affect, often choosing to use verbal feedback, slowing 
the pace. While the teacher consistently offers more approving verbal feedback 
rather than disapproving verbal feedback, the teacher sometimes over-exaggerates 
positive reinforcement, using “great” when student performance was just “good”—
in other words demonstrating teacher error.  
b. Teacher only makes consistent eye contact with a limited number of individuals, 
often neglecting to scan left, particularly to the second row.  
c. Teacher body language seems a little timid, and teacher often fidgets.  
d. Teacher’s voice is pleasant and varied. Teacher vocal models are consistently 
acceptable, though a few times were under pitch. Teacher’s rhetoric needs 
improvement; teacher demonstrates consistent use of slang including “you guys”, 
“good deal” and “yeah”. Furthermore, teacher also uses words which students may 
not understand without offering an explanation including “collapse”, “support” and 
“open rib cage”.  
2. Rehearsal Behaviors 
a. Pacing in Video 1 tends to be slightly slow. The teacher spends considerable time 
offering verbal introduction to concepts, telling students rather than modeling. 
Relatedly, teacher often takes too much time to respond to problems, appearing 
uncomfortable with stopping and asking for more. Similarly, teacher at times spends 
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too much time on a particular concept (ex: body percussion) without a sense of a 
clear purpose in mind. The teacher uses kinesthetic, verbal and musical modeling to 
teach concepts, particularly evidenced in the explanation of the breathing system. 
Explanations appear wordy and vague rather than clear and concise.  
b. Teacher demonstrates a direct instruction model in portions of the segment, giving 
instruction, waiting for a response and giving feedback (tends to be verbal). Pacing 
and direct instruction model could be improved by directly asking for stated 
behaviors rather than framing the request in a question format.  
c. The overall sequence of the segment is logical and appropriate beginning with the 
foundation: breathing, and moving onto successively more difficult warm-ups. The 
sequencing for the five note warm-up using [di] [de] and [do] was clear and well 
thought-out, presenting the warm-up as a whole, several times, inviting students to 
echo portions and then adding layers of musicianship each time in teacher 
modeling/student echoes. The warm-up could have been further improved by 
encouraging students to mimic teacher hand motions (which improved the tone of 
the choir) and the teacher modeling the correct vowel shape for students as they 
sang to reinforce the purpose of the warm-up: tone. While rehearsal threads are 
evident: bodywork, breathing and tone, the teacher does not make these conscious to 
the students. Stating rehearsal threads invites student critical thinking.  
3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. The teacher remains behind the piano throughout the video segment. While 
classroom space is limited, doing so may limit student-teacher interaction. The 
teacher consistently presents a positive attitude with the group, encouraging them in 
their work, but rarely offering specific related feedback, verbally or non-verbally. 
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Furthermore, as related to teacher effectiveness, the teacher rarely scans to the left, 
particularly to the second row of students.  
b. The teacher evidences preparation in choosing appropriate warm-ups and having a 
lesson plan, but often has false starts—her mind seems to get ahead of her body. 
Consequently, she sometimes assumes choir members are “tracking with her” and 
will start a musical phrase without evidencing how or if she expects them to respond. 
4. Skill Development  
a. Related to telling rather than showing, the teacher could utilize conducting gestures 
more consistently to aid in speeding the pace.  
b. Video 1 begins with basic bodywork and body percussion, but is not applied later in 
the segment. The teacher continues to link the kinesthetic and musical material, but 
does not invite students to do so. No other specific skill sets are used in this 
segment.  
5. General Observations 
a. This ensemble practices in a very awkward classroom space. Consequent negatives 
resulting from overly close student proximity include constant student chatter and 
jostling, student sound is unable to fully resonate in the air around the ensemble and 
each individual, and teacher is unable to effectively hear ensemble sound.  
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Video 2 
September 29, 2011 
Montevideo Middle School Mustang Melodies 
Repertoire: Warm-ups 
Lesson Plan Unavailable 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. Teacher rhetoric improved in this segment, but “you guys” remains a common phrase, as 
does “ok?”. Though “ok?” is typically intended as a transition or to check for 
understanding, over-frequent use makes teacher appear timid.  
b. Teacher could smile more frequently. While her facial affect is not negative, it is not 
overtly positive—at times it appears disengaged. Additionally, teacher posture could 
improve. The teacher has the tendency to hold hands limply in front of her body—this 
does not engender good posture or taking a full singer’s breath. Similarly, the teacher 
frequently sticks neck out, pulling her body out of alignment, particularly when she is 
talking to the group, especially when she is excited. Frequently modeling this behavior 
may transfer to students and create unnecessary vocal tension.  
c. Teacher demonstrates an attempt at improved use of the room, by stepping in front of 
the piano to model a vocal warm-up. Teacher also improved eye contact and scanning of 
the group. Teacher tends to break eye contact approximately 1/3 of the time (a couple of 
seconds at a time), usually when gathering thoughts, checking lesson plans and when 
transitioning to the next task. Eye contact could be improved further if teacher would 
pin hair away from her face.  
2. Rehearsal Behaviors 
a. Teacher continues to display (though not as strongly) sequential delivery of concepts. 
Teacher should try to eliminate counting off to start a phrase—it interrupts pacing.  
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b. Teacher explanations, verbally and through physical modeling when talking about 
“correct alignment” improved over the explanation of the breathing system in the 
previous segment. Teacher could demonstrate more awareness of student cognitive 
development, for example, offering a more specific explanation of singer’s alignment to 
the group. Overall, teacher demonstrated improved practices of relating new vocabulary 
to previously learned concepts and/or providing an explanation/modeling the concept. 
c. Teacher could improve on timing of feedback—sometimes teacher waits until the end of 
a chunk to offer feedback—this wastes time because students do not have the chance to 
modify behavior and make their adjustments a habit. Specifically, the teacher needs to 
address ensemble vocal tension by modeling and reinforcing correct tone.  
d. Talkativeness remains a weakness; though 1o’s (off-task teacher talk in direct instruction 
model) remain important for building group culture and student-teacher bond, they are 
often too wordy and too frequent.  
e. At one point in the warm-up sequence, teacher stops supporting the choir with the 
piano, changing to using hand motions. While this is a positive move, its benefits were 
diminished by failing to vocally demonstrate or play the half-step in the breath between 
one sequential phrase and the next. Consequently, students had difficulty finding their 
starting pitch.  
3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. Rehearsal structure was more efficient: starting with review, introducing new concepts in 
the middle and ending with review.  
b. Teacher needs to be more aware of appropriate ranges for students.  
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4. Skill Development 
a. When singing transposable warm-ups, teacher needs to breathe ahead of students, and 
continue to breathe with students, demonstrating an energized breath to encourage a 
unified student entrance.  
b. Continues to use kinesthetic models and aids to improve choir tone and technique.  
While requiring student mimicking of hand motions for further improving tone, teacher 
needs to add a hand motion in a contrary motion as choir ascends to ground their 
breathing and tone.  
c. Solfege is not utilized in this video segment.  
5. General Observations 
a. Younger students need more explicit feedback than older students—they are not as 
conscious of their own bodies and how they as human beings interact with others. They 
need constant and concrete feedback so they can learn to self-assess and think critically. 
Student age does not equal student learning; a developmental hierarchy is based on prior 
experience. Students who are immature and/or inexperience in a particular subject area 
will need more explicit curricular feedback, no matter their chronological age.  
 
 
Video 3a-3c 
November 4, 2011 
Montevideo Middle School Mustang Melodies 
Repertoire:  
Deo! Rehearsal 4 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. Teacher explanations are clear, but could be more concise. Additionally, when explaining 
foreign concepts like the breathing system, it would be helpful to offer information 
verbally in addition to the kinesthetic demonstration. Having children mimic the 
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kinesthetic demonstration also works to deepen their learning. Breathing with the choir 
and conducting gesture reinforces the intent and intensity of verbal directions.  
b. Teacher has an odd habit of clasping hands in front of herself, which has the tendency to 
collapse her rib cage and make her appear timid. Vocal models are flat/do not start/stay 
in the intended key.  
2. Rehearsal Behaviors 
a. Teacher evidences rehearsal threads, but does not always return to/stick to through 
rehearsal threads. In clip 3b, after the teacher discussed breathing with space and the 
breathing system in 3a, she fails to remind them to sing with space, though that was her 
intent with the second warm-up. Similarly, in 3c, she does not stop to remind them of 
the initial rehearsal thread—broken threads are less effective teacher behaviors.  
b. Teacher demonstrates appropriate sequencing in 3c when looping. This sequence could 
have been improved if the teacher had explained and demonstrated a full loop herself 
before asking students to perform the task. Student leaders may also have been helpful 
during this sequence. Teacher often repeated tasks seemingly unnecessarily—in other 
words, providing specific related positive or negative feedback would have worked to 
keep students engaged. However, teacher did model and drop out at appropriate times 
throughout the sequence. The sequence could have also been further strengthened by 
breathing with the choir to cue their entrance. When working with an ensemble, 
especially when standing behind a barrier, such as a piano, it is important that the teacher 
take a full and visible breath to cue the choir.  
3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. Teacher exhibits mental preparation, but could present a more polished lesson by 
actually practicing it out loud beforehand. Teacher sometimes pushes past student 
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responses as she is transitioning to the next thing when they could have been used as a 
learning opportunity. 
b. Teacher interacts with individual students, with a few in particular (giving verbal and 
facial reinforcement to a boy who is going through voice change). She could be more 
egalitarian in her micro-interactions. She seems to engage in macro interactions with 
students in groups, but does not exhibit behaviors that support the macro-macro intent, 
i.e.: the sound, and culture she desires for the choir.  
4. Skill Development 
a. Conducting gestures could be more clear and grounded—teacher does not seem to 
exhibit a grounded breathing system.  
b. Teacher uses solfege syllables and hand signs, as well as body percussion in reinforce 
rests, particularly in 3c.  
5. General Observations 
a. Task analysis, particularly when working with a new group, is helpful in being able to 
determine if/how a lesson plan should be changed once class starts.  
 
Video 4a-b 
November 17, 2011 
Montevideo Middle School Mustang Melodies 
Repertoire: Deo! 
Deo! Rehearsal 5 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. The teacher shies away from making eye contact with individual students during the 
rehearsal process, often looking down or indirectly at the student who is speaking. Eye 
contact is an important factor in teacher effectiveness.  
b. Within video segments 4a and 4b, teacher demonstrates the highest use of “you guys” 
and “yeah” to this point. Conversely, the teacher gave more appropriate feedback, 
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introducing gradients such as “better” and “good” rather than “try again” and “great!”. 
Additionally, not consistently providing specific related feedback confuses students as to 
the definition of “awesome”—in Video 4b, was it because the students got through the 
entire piece or because they sounded “awesome”? 
c. Teacher sometimes gets ahead of herself and the group mentally, mixing up words, 
giving unclear instructions or adopting an inconsistent pace in which time is not used as 
efficiently as it could be used.  
d. Teacher moves neck/holds it stiffly when she is uncomfortable, excited or listening to 
the choir; this may impact their sound in a negative way. Teacher displays a patient, 
businesslike, but positive attitude, which helps to mediate and encourage a similar 
student attitude within the classroom.  
2. Rehearsal Behaviors 
a. Again, as is seen consistently in other video segments, the pace in both Video 4a and 4b 
is slightly too slow for the group. Often, the teacher will take unnecessary pauses of 
approximately 1-2 seconds between sentences (those that do not require a student 
response). The pace is further slowed by the teacher consistently giving too much 
information in her 1a’s (See Table 1). Additionally, because the teacher is aware the pace 
is slow, she seems reticent to stop and fix important concepts such as singing with 
space, vowel modification and pitch matching, choosing to simply mention them rather 
than fix the actual problem. 
b. The sequencing in Video 4a is an appropriate for the task, reflecting the appropriate 
method for teaching a rote song.  
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c. Teacher demonstrates use of through-lines, referring back to previous discussions on 
singing with space and breath support. These could be strengthened by weaving these 
concepts consistently throughout the rehearsal.  
d. Teacher asks students questions on analysis of the piece including comparing and 
contrasting lines and motives, dynamics, and encourages self-assessment.  
3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. The teacher demonstrates a good vocal model, both stylistically and pedagogically. 
Teacher provides students with a basic roadmap of the piece they are singing; this could 
have been more explicit for improved student learning. Teacher could have been better 
prepared to deal with boys’ changing voices by writing or improvising a simple ostinato 
for students with changing voices.  
b. Teacher evidenced preparation and forethought when she introduced, explained and 
demonstrated “in excelsis Gloria Deo!” as a whole and in chunks, aided by student 
echoing. This portion of the sequence could be further improved by requiring students 
to write in the translation.  
c. No evidence of micro interactions in these Video segments.  
4. Skill Development 
a. When teacher gives feedback, she often identifies the problem and demonstrates the 
correct way to execute the aforementioned action; however, student skill acquisition 
could be further improved if she would instead (or in addition) have the students 
correct the problem immediately after she has completed feedback for that particular 
issue.  
b. Appropriately, the teacher’s lesson plan and rehearsal plan provided students with an 
opportunity for simple sight-reading variations on what the students already knew. The 
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teacher further facilitated student success by supporting them by playing their notes on 
the piano.  
5. General Observations 
a. Another way to help students learn the remainder of the piece would be for the teacher 
to model those portions as students followed along in their music during the final run-
through at the end of each class period.  
b. Run-throughs can be one way of expressing a summary of learning for a class period.  
c. Specific related negative feedback can be as important as specific related positive 
feedback; it can be equally instructive and constructive when presented in a positive and 
safe manner.  
 
Video 5 
January 16, 2012 
Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Treble Choir 
Repertoire: I Had a Little Nut Tree 
I Had a Little Nut Tree Rehearsal 1 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. Teacher provides vocal model with appropriate technique and color, but model tends to 
be a little flat. She also slides/scoops at times. When asking students to echo the text, 
teacher does not always demonstrate desired placement and sound in her speaking 
voice. Students copy exactly.  
b. Teacher does not always provide clear vocal or kinesthetic cues to encourage choir’s 
entrance. Younger children (even younger musicians) need more explicit instructions, 
because the intrinsic, anticipatory understanding is not yet developed.   
c. Teacher demonstrates a pleasant facial affect. At times, this does not render her 
modeled vowels not as effective as possible.  
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2. Rehearsal Behaviors 
a. Teacher is prepared with her lesson, and the sequence is strong, but she could 
demonstrate better preparedness for problem-solving in the moment. For example, at 
the beginning of sequence, when the choir does not get the interval of the major third, 
the teacher could have reverted one step in the task analysis, but walking them up to the 
interval and then jumping the interval. Teacher needs to demonstrate a better 
understanding of applying skill development and cognitive development of varying age 
groups to scaffolding curriculum.  
b. Consistent to previous performance, the teacher’s pace is too slow. Oftentimes, it seems 
she slows herself and the choir down.  
c. Later in the rehearsal, teacher demonstrates stronger evidence of planning for chunks, 
giving appropriate and concise teacher feedback and confidence in teaching abilities.  
3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. Teacher falters in model at some point; this is probably due to nerves, but may also 
demonstrate that the repertoire has not been fully integrated into the teacher’s body. Yet 
another possibility is that the teacher does not trust herself, or that she written, but not 
practiced the lesson plan.  
b. Teacher demonstrates score study by providing basic background and history for the 
piece.  
c. Teacher engages in micro-interactions with students when asking critical thinking 
questions.  
4. Skill Development 
a. Teacher’s conducting slightly resembles a jelly-fish. Teacher could implement a stronger 
wrist and arm, as well as conduct farther away from her body for a more confident 
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response from the choir. The choir failed to come in when cued because teacher did not 
demonstrate a strong cue, breath and was not visible to all choir members.  
b. Teacher uses Kodaly hand signs, basic theory concepts of major triads and solfege 
syllables  
5. General Observations 
a. A possibility for maximizing practice time is to film and review one’s practice routine. 
Though this takes more time, the students will reap the benefits as the delivery of the 
lesson is that much better for one’s efforts.  
b. Asking students to model and lacking a strong conducting presence are difficult things 
to ask when the ensemble does not know the conductor.  
c. The rehearsal/chunk should always be ended on a positive note/with a brief summary 
of learning (particularly with a new ensemble). 
 
Video 6 
February 13, 2012 
Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Treble Choir 
Repertoire: I Had a Little Nut Tree 
I Had a Little Nut Tree Rehearsal 4 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. Teacher does not consistently maintain a tempo for the piece. Consequently, 
students often drag when running the piece because teacher has set their internal 
metronomes too slow.  
b. Teacher again, demonstrates growth in offering specific related feedback. Though 
this could be more frequent, teacher does at times qualify what was “good” and what 
needs work. 
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c. Teacher concludes the segment with (though incomplete) a brief summary of 
learning and an assignment for the following week.  
2. Rehearsal Behaviors 
a. Teacher starts rehearsal segment with a melodic sequence, but does not connect it 
with the remainder of the piece until the end of the rehearsal, as a method of keeping 
students engaged.  
b. Teacher tests for memorization by asking students to fill in the blank. This portion 
of the segment could have been improved by chanting it in rhythm and with a 
“hooty” voice.  
3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. Teacher demonstrates knowledge of some students’ names.  
4. Skill Development 
a. Teacher uses kinesthetic movements, such as snapping and knee bending to aid in 
students internalizing subtle differences in the piece’s melody and rhythm.  
b. A clear ictus, breath, eye contact and downbeat are all necessary for a clean entrance. 
Teacher does not consistently display these as a unit; consequently, the choir’s 
entrance is often weak/confused. During the run-through, the teacher’s pattern 
looks more grounded, but her wrist is still too loose to elicit a strong response.  
5. General Observations 
a. Though the footage does not demonstrate its presence the teacher (the author of this 
document) was mindful of this aspect of teaching, and frequently engaged in micro-
interactions with students before and after rehearsal.  
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b. The teacher’s expectation and will for the students to sing is an important 
subconscious and unseen component of singing; one might consider this part of 
consciousness.   
 
Video 7 
March 18, 2012 
Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Treble Choir 
Repertoire: I Had a Little Nut Tree 
Performance 
 
Conductor demonstrates appropriate and positive facial affect for the choir; this could be 
further improved however, by making eye contact with individuals. Students seem slightly serious—
they are not as “sparkly” as when they sing for their director. Throughout the video segment, the 
conductor’s stance remains consistently grounded, with two exceptions. The first exception occurs 
when the conductor cues the singers for their first entrance; her lunge forward indicates she ahs left 
the support of her breathing system and encourages the choir to do the same. The second time this 
occurs, is when the conductor gives a significant cue to the pianist and percussionist, again lifting off 
her support.  
Regardless, the conductor’s ictus and plane remain clear and consistent. Her cues are 
inviting, and her curved hand encourages a raised palate and taking an open breath. The conductor 
demonstrated an effective use of the sagittal plane when illustrating slurs—and the choir followed 
wonderfully. The conductor could improve by varying planes more often and adding a few of the 
lower “levels” at times. Because of the ensemble’s culture, the conductor mouths the words to the 
piece; this is not always a helpful or appropriate practice, but it becomes more appropriate when text 
is unmetered, or in this case, the piece is memorized.   
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Video 8 
April 23, 2012 
Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Concert Choir 
Repertoire: Dance of the Willow 
Dance of the Willow Rehearsal 3 
 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. Teacher speaks a little quickly for student comprehension. If this is to remain a 
constant practice, teacher cannot always speak quickly—she should start slow and 
speed up so students have the chance to follow mentally.  
2. Rehearsal Practices 
a. When working to improve tuning, sharpening the pitch is more than listening. 
Teacher needs to add dimensions of vowel modification and spinning the air to 
improve tone healthfully.  
b. Teacher gives clear, positive, specific related feedback after the run-through! She also 
has a clear purpose in mind, and demonstrates the most effective DI model to in the 
segments to this point, with an appropriate pace. This is the best example to this 
point.  
c. Teacher offers too many qualifiers when offering specific related negative feedback. 
If the teacher has a positive relationship with her students, she should not fear giving 
specific related negative feedback.  
3. Teacher Behavior 
a. Teacher gives personal background to the piece. This could be further improved by 
having students write reflections about the piece, or discussing what are some images 
the conductor has while they are conducting and how those/similar images can be 
applied to the students’ experience.  
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b. Reestablishes the piece’s form to help with student memorization.  
c. Teacher musically works to connect the two portions of the piece, verbally reinforces 
it, and finally  
4. Skill Development 
a. Conducting has significantly improved since the beginning of the selected segments. 
Teacher’s word stress could be further improved by adding the sagittal dimension to 
changing levels. Furthermore, the choir’s sound could be significantly improved by 
teacher modifying her facial affect to model the correct (modified) vowel shape. 
Giving a deeper downbeat or dropping one’s non-dominant hand also aids in 
singer’s preparation and execution of a high note. The teacher’s cut-offs could be 
clearer and more graceful.  
5. General Observation 
a. Even though the teacher is speaking faster, she seems calmer in this segment. 
Familiarity with a piece improves teacher delivery. Taking this one step further and 
applying this principle in general, teachers should exhibit the same level of familiarity 
with each piece they conduct.  
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Video 9 
April 30, 2012 
Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Concert Choir 
Repertoire: J’entends Le Moulin 
J’entends Le Moulin Rehearsal 5 
 
1. Teacher Effectiveness 
a. Teacher needs to learn to provide a more confident, floaty vocal model for 
ascending vocal lines. At times the placement changes or the pitch flattens slightly.  
 
2. Rehearsal Practices 
a. Teacher momentarily engages in a big 1o. This is one of the few times during the 
video analysis in which this occurs, and was appropriate at the time. The teacher and 
choir quickly returned to the business at hand.  
b. Introduces the concept of theme and variations by using ice cream.  Uses the analogy 
and a visual to provide a roadmap for the piece. The teacher then has choir sing each 
variation separately, proceeding that action by discussing each one separately.   
c. Asks students to list key concepts from previous rehearsals, encouraging student 
critical thinking and demonstrating the use of rehearsal threads, transforming them 
into through-lines be re-establishing them in subsequent rehearsals.  
d. Again, gives specific related positive feedback for students. Feedback is more specific 
than in the past, with less words. Feedback is the area in which the teacher grew the 
most throughout the analysis of the video segments, starting with giving virtually no 
feedback, to giving specific related feedback more than half the time.  
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3. Teacher Behaviors 
a. No novel teacher behaviors were observed in this segment.  
4. Skill Development 
a. Teacher cues choir with a breath, but it is inappropriately dark for the aural image of 
the piece. The teacher also dips her head at times when conducting. While overall 
this may not present a significant issue, continued repetition may encourage a 
pinched or pressed sound. On the other hand, the teacher utilizes the sagittal plane 
to bring out important vocal lines, as well as employing changing levels for word 
stress.  
b. The teacher needs more variation in her conducting gesture between legato and 
marcato, staccato etc. Similarly, the teacher needs to develop and convey a more 
concrete aural image for the piece 
c. Teacher needs to ensure students are giving more consonants, internal and external 
and that the initial consonant of “J’entends” is before the beat.  
5. General Observations 
a. It’s a pity the teacher cannot be seen in the last few minutes of the video, but the 
choir’s sound demonstrates improved conducting and competency.  
b. In summary, throughout the video analysis, the teacher grew significantly in areas 
relating to rehearsal practices, conducting and executing the direct instruction model, 
particularly giving specific related feedback. The teachers’ facial affect and 
confidence also blossomed significantly throughout. Next steps include improving 
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variations in conducting, offering feedback on an increasingly specific basis and 
teaching/establishing an aural image for each piece.  
 
Video 10 
May 21, 2012 
Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Concert Choir 
Repertoire: Dance of the Willow and J’entends Le Moulin 
Performance 
Dance of the Willow 
Conductor demonstrates appropriate mood throughout, with pattern and physical affect. 
Her kinesthetic level is not completely grounded, as she sways throughout the piece. Though 
the choir is executing the word stress properly, she could show it more obviously in her 
pattern. Her crescendos are effective, as is the perpendicular gesture reminding the choir to 
give space and lightness to the end of the phrase. At times however, an added descending 
gesture reminding the choir to support, is needed—their sound hiccups a little. Her 
downbeats are a little heavy, however, because the choir puts a significant amount of weight 
on the first beat of each phrase. The conductor’s cut-offs are appropriate to the mood, and 
clear. The choir’s sound is a little wide/bright at times. This could also be remedied in the 
pattern, by conducting more vertically rather than horizontally, as well as reinforcing vowel 
space with the conductor’s facial affect.  
 
J’entends Le Moulin 
Conductor reinforces [y] vowel shape before the piece, to remind the choir of space. The 
conductor could breathe and give the tempo more clearly—she did not give the tempo at 
which she intended to take the piece in her upbeat. In this selection, the conductor seems to 
be holding her hands too close to her body to promote a full singers breath. Her pattern is 
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improved however, more vertical than horizontal, to reinforce the idea of tall vowels. At 
times however, her left hand strays to a more horizontal path, particularly when giving cues 
or cut-offs. She continues to sway, possibly in response to the choir’s kinesthetic affect. Her 
swaying improves towards the end of the piece. The conductor demonstrates the appropriate 
legato within the phrase, contrasting the articulation. She also clearly cues Part I and Part II 
in the canon section of the piece. She clearly demonstrates a decrescendo and crescendo, but 
perhaps could be further reinforced, as the choir does not clearly respond. The conductor 
also contrasts the articulations of her left and right hand for the descant versus melody 
section of the piece. In this piece, her cut-offs could be crisper—sometimes too much of her 
wrist gets in the way.  Finally, when acknowledging the choir, the conductor should always 
walk to the choir, turn and acknowledge them, taking no more than two steps backward—
any more looks awkward. 
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Female Modeling for the Male Changing Voice 
 
 Music is a deeply expressive art, encompassing mind, body and soul. Consequently, words 
alone cannot provide adequate explanation for successful learning. Modeling, or mimicking an 
individual, is one of the first steps in learning new material, acting as a segment in the lowest level of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy, Remembering (Overbaugh and Schultz n.d.).  An essential part of the social 
learning theory, modeling can be used to communicate cognitive, affective and social motor skills 
and behaviors in society and the music classroom (Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Domains, n.d.). 
Transmitting information through modeling may be accomplished verbally, non-verbally or vocally 
(Babb 2010, 2-4). Modeling is also appropriate for a wide variety of tasks ranging from simple tasks 
such as raising one’s hand when an individual has made a mistake to more complex tasks such as 
creating the proper tone color for a piece. Research demonstrates the classroom modeling can 
significantly improve individual and choral ensemble performance (Mann 2008, 45). Modeling is 
often a component of a direct instruction model: it requires engaged listeners, provides an 
opportunity for student practice, followed by teacher feedback (Babb 2010, 22).  
When working with students of the opposite gender (female teacher with male students or 
vice versa), modeling presents a set of challenges which should be addressed for encouraging high 
levels of success. Generally, music education experts agree with pedagogue John Cooksey (1999) 
that the male voice goes through four major vocal development stages: soprano, alto, cambiata and 
new baritone before the voice settles to finish the maturation process (Freer 2012). Though each 
individual’s voice change will not be identical, Cooksey offers reasonable guidelines off which to 
base one’s instruction. In particular, female teachers modeling for male students, particularly those 
with changing or changed voices, presents a unique physical hurdle because of differing voice 
ranges, in addition to the psychological dynamics synchronous with the maturing male voice. If not 
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aware of how to overcome these challenges, female teachers modeling in the K-12 age group, both 
in the classroom and studio setting, can yield mixed results; methodology, the student’s age, stage in 
vocal development and social setting are all factors. Proactive strategies including gender-specific 
classrooms, educating individuals on the male voice change and efficient female voice use can also 
improve modeling results.  
The boy soprano voice, typically extending from  A3-F5 is characterized by a pure, brilliant 
tone quality. The brilliancy in tone becomes particularly evident just before the voice change, 
occurring around 6th grade, or the beginning of puberty. Other indicators that the voice is beginning 
its change is the onset of a lower speaking voice, inductively indicating a singing voice change in 
approximately three months (Freer 2012). A series of studies discussed by Georgia Green in Journal 
Of Research In Music Education indicate that students in in the soprano range responded with the 
highest level of pitch accuracy to a female model, as opposed to a piano, flute, male voice or even 
another student’s voice (Green 1990, 225-27). Another study discussed in the same article indicated 
the highest percentage of success when using another child’s voice as a model. The same study 
indicated that if tuning problems presented themselves when subjects responded to the female 
model, they tended to go flat (Green 1990, 227-228). Similar research was conducted by Esther 
Mang, indicating the unchanged voices’ preference for a female vocal model. Her research also 
showed the positive relationship between tonal aptitude, a female vocal model and the final 
performance (as opposed to the nominal effect of tonal aptitude on performance when using a male 
model) (Mang 1995, iii). Further discussion in the article by Green elaborates that it is not octave 
displacement or production, but timbre, which may inhibit a child’s correct response. One study, 
conducted over grades one through six showed an increase in accuracy in response to a female 
model in relation to age, despite the developmental “sixth grade slump” (Green 1990, 230).  
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Overall, modeling for the boy soprano does not indicate significant challenges for male 
student or female teacher. If problems arise, they are typically more closely related to pedagogy, 
student audiation and production, rather than modeling. Properly implemented sirens and 
“rollercoaster” exercises can increase vocal freedom/flexibility and awareness of high/low in 
students. Further steps to help students match pitch include tossing the voice, intoning the text or 
exercise on a single pitch and then singing the passage. Walking students up or down to the correct 
pitch can also help students find the correct pitch. Furthermore, solfege and daily sight-reading can 
help establish the internal “tonal center”. Should matching pitch continue to be difficult, as 
described above, using a student model may be appropriate. Teacher’s vocal comfort level and tone 
color may increase the appropriate nature of this technique. Utilizing student models also cultivates 
a student centered-classroom and presents high-achievers with an opportunity to shine in a 
leadership role. Finally, patience and a “safe” classroom environment are also critical in this stage of 
student development; making disparaging comments may predispose students to self-fulfilling 
prophecies of “not being able to sing”.  
Not differing extensively in range (A3-C4), the male alto voice is characterized by a breathy 
tone quality, with individuals often straining for high notes. The alto stage in development typically 
lasts three to nine months, typically within the 6th-7th grade age group. Though modeling practices do 
not change extensively during this transitional stage3, social factors may start to play a role in 
students’ emotional affect and even vocal performance (Freer 2012). As male students approach the 
beginning of the voice change, teachers should consider testing boy’s voice more often—
approximately every 6-8 weeks—in a room separate from the girls. Taking this time apart from the 
regular classroom allows for both the teacher and the student to stay apprised of the student’s vocal 
                                                          
3
 defined as Midvoice I by Cooksey (1999) 
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development and to discuss any challenges, whether social or physical, the student may be facing in 
the choral classroom (Barham and Nelson 1991, 9). According to Henry Leck in his video The Boy’s 
Changing Voice, experiential research demonstrates that it is at this age that male students may start to 
demonstrate unwillingness to sing for female teachers (Leck 2001). Creating a culture of 
encouragement and single-gender classrooms, discussed in a later section, may help combat this 
social phenomenon.   
As the voice begins to change more drastically, so does the tone quality and ability; the 
cambiata stage, perhaps the most difficult transitional stage, is next to emerge. Lasting anywhere 
from three months to a year, and usually presenting itself in the last year or two of middle school, 
the cambiata voice has little agility and is characterized by a wooly or husky quality. The cambiata 
voice also has the narrowest range, only stretching from G3-G4, putting it at odds with the other 
voice ranges and making repertoire selection difficult in order to satisfy pedagogical, mental and 
physical needs and abilities (Freer 2012). The cambiata’s range may be further limited as he 
transitions to baritone, fluctuating to span as little as six notes until the voice stabilizes to begin the 
maturation process of developing a unique tone and color (Barham and Nelson 1991, 10). 
 The majority of female voices comfortably span roughly the same range of the boy soprano 
(Bb3-F5), making modeling for cambiata voices a challenge. Even if a teacher is classically trained, 
singing in the bottom of her range does not model ideal tone quality, and, if used frequently for 
extended periods of time, can cause undue strain, even damage to the vocal folds. Morton Cooper, 
substantiated by the  American Academy of Otolaryngology (Common Voice Problems n.d.) and the 
Washington Voice Consortium, states, “The basic problem with most teachers experiencing a voice 
disorder is the inappropriate pitch level and range used for speaking (and, at times, 
singing)…Absence or distortion of the optimal pitch level creates most voice disorders…Vocal 
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symptoms of neck strain and vocal fatigue are concomitant with misplaced or poorly defined pitch 
level (Cooper 1970, 336). Some teachers overcome this challenge by using a student or male 
colleague as a model, or will simply model correct tone quality by singing an octave above the 
desired pitch (comfortably in their own range), and reinforcing the correct pitch with the piano. 
Recordings, walking students up or down to the correct pitch or pairing weak and strong male 
students together may also produce successes (McClung 2006, 14-16). Teaching students to maintain 
access to their falsetto range is also important during this time; encourage students to match the 
actual pitches being sung will result in an even, extended vocal range as their voices continue to 
develop (McClung 2006, 10-13). When modeling and encouraging the use of falsetto, teachers 
should also be aware of the physical differences between male and female vocal production. Even 
though the tessitura is still higher than an adult male during the cambiata stage, they will require a 
much higher subglottic pressure to sing in a high tessiture (Padula 2004, 18). In all developmental 
stages, but particularly in the cambiata stage which is often characterized as inflexible, it is helpful if 
teachers model using a light, supported tone, placing the note at the “top of the pitch” (Padula 2004, 
32). While students may experience decreased phonation capabilities, educating both male and 
female students on the male voice change can assuage frustration, result in an improved attitude 
about self or compassion and celebration of a peer’s growth. Developing a safe learning 
environment is the key to willing, successful singers (Barham and Nelson 1991, 11).  Combining 
correct pedagogy, anatomical awareness and imagery can provide the means for success in the 
classroom, particularly in this difficult transition. 
The cambiata stage can be discouraging for students, particularly to those who sang as young 
children. By maintaining a focus on musical skill acquisition, and emphasizing that singing is not a 
“gift” but rather a skill to be developed and that the voice change is part of the development, 
teachers can help students to maintain a sense of accomplishment. Students at this stage may even 
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experience daily inconsistencies in their range. Although students will naturally gravitate to their 
most comfortable range, the most appropriate teacher strategy includes selecting exercises and 
literature which maintain contact with the student’s entire vocal range during their voice change. If 
students’ vocal development is not sufficient to sing technically in the lower tessitura of their range, 
they will be able to phonate easily, producing a poor tone or potentially damage their voice. Success, 
rather than “manly singing” is what will retain students over time. Teaching musical skills such as 
improvisation and proper technique (though it may not always produce the most ideal tone), will 
give teachers and students the skills to adapt musical lines to accommodate students’ vocal 
development.   
The new baritone typically emerges in eighth or ninth grade, and the “new” color lasts for 
one to two years.  Though the new baritone is much lighter in color and weight than the mature 
male voice, it is the final step in the voice maturation process before the voice “settles”; the male 
voice will not reach full maturity until the individual is in their thirties (Freer 2012). Even at the high 
school level after the voice is nearing the end of its vocal development, female teachers modeling for 
male students still present challenges. In a study conducted by Ted S. Williams of approximately 
sixty high school students on gender and pitch-matching, data indicated that students responded 
best to vocal models which matched students’ gender (Williams 1994, 40-41). Similar to Green’s 
study, results showed that if tuning problems occurred, male students tended to flat in response to 
female models, however the interaction between teacher and student gender and performance was 
smaller than that of the Green study (Williams 1994, 42). Apparently, though differences still remain 
when working with students of the opposite gender, vocal, physical and musical maturation also play 
roles in student performance. Furthermore, Williams’ study indicates that male students have an 
easier time matching the study’s sequence of pitches than their female counterparts (Williams 1994, 
42-43). 
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Though research on specifically studying females modeling vocal techniques for male 
students at the high school level is sparse, one can infer using a general, pedagogically sound 
techniques will produce positive results, based on results of studies studying vocal modeling in the 
choral classroom in a more general sense (Mann 2008, 31). Williams does however, imply that 
students are most successful when working with teachers of the opposite gender, if teachers try to 
“adapt the model of the gender of which students are asked to respond.,” or alternately using a 
student model (Williams 1994, 43). Contributing factors may include the nature of vocal production; 
females tend to sing mostly in their head voice, while males tend to sing in their chest voice. The 
difference between the “heavy” and “light” mechanism production may be complex enough to 
confuse or inhibit the budding singer. The differences in mechanism use may also contribute to the 
tuning problems (Williams 1994, 43-44). As mentioned before, using male colleagues as occasional 
models or mentors may also be appropriate. Using a more mature singer can serve a two-fold 
purpose: one, to provide a mature male voice as a model and two, to provide a social mentor in a 
society which is not highly supportive to male vocalists. In addition to understanding how to work 
with individual voices, teachers can also employ proactive strategies within their spheres of influence 
by maintaining proper voice use personally, modifying classrooms to be gender-specific and 
educating students, other teachers and schools on how to support boys through their voice change.   
Female teachers are a high-risk group for vocal strain. According to a study by the National 
Center for Vocal and Speech (NCVS), teachers are “32 more times more likely to experience vocal 
problems”. The study shows teachers speak 50% more at work than at home, and at least three 
decibels louder than corporate professionals. Furthermore, females teachers spoke louder than their 
male counterparts, speaking on average 6-7% more overall and 10% more than their male 
counterparts at work (Aruna 2009).  
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The framework and expectations of American culture also place females’ vocal health at risk. 
Often, females will lower their voices to assert authority, sound more competent or attractive 
(Mouland 2010). Furthermore, speaking with in a vocal fry4 is becoming more prevalent; some voice 
experts worry consistent use could cause permanent damage to vocal folds. In the past, vocal frying 
was associated with a speech disorder, is becoming a speech fad in college-age females, probably 
popularized by celebrities such as Brittany Spears (Fessenden 2011). These risks are further 
exacerbated if a female teacher models incorrectly in the classroom. Not only will attempting to sing 
in a changing/changed male range not provide students with appropriate technique, tone or timbre, 
but singing uncomfortably low in one’s range for an extended period time causes undue stress on 
the vocal folds, which may result in permanent damage or loss of range.  
Teachers can combat these tendencies and trends, first, by being aware, and secondly by 
taking simple preventative steps while teaching. Hydration and awareness of voice volume are 
critical to maintaining vocal health. Additionally, simply pitching one’s voice a minor third higher 
and speaking on the breath will not only support one’s own voice, but will subconsciously encourage 
proper student voice technique. Research also shows that teachers who take short breaks, and use 
more dialogue (which also creates a student-centered classroom) have less occurrences of voice 
strain.   Finally, finding alternate, yet pedagogical approaches to managing the classroom noise level, 
such singing a simple melodic pattern or performing body percussion patterns5 and inviting students 
to echo can also prove effective (Taylor 2009).  
                                                          
4
 Phonation characterized by “ ‘glottalization’ or irregular phonation’”, and “creaky, harsh, and rough voice 
qualities” (Wolk, Abdelli-Beruh and Slavin 2012, e111)  
5 Using the body to make percussive noises including slapping one’s thigh, stomping, clapping, snapping or 
similar motions.  
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Predominantly in middle school, some students may experience an identity crisis and social 
stigma conjunctively with their voice change. Consequently, singing in a mixed gender classroom can 
be a “scary” experience; the challenge of learning new material combined with social stresses may 
result in “losing boys in the middle” (Freer 2012).  Adjusting the classroom environment to a single-
gender structure may limit potentially emotionally “unsafe” experiences.  According to a survey 
conducted by the Choral Journal in 2005, eighty-three percent of the thirty master teachers from 
across the country advocated single gender classrooms. In spite of research and the experiences of 
well-respected individuals, the overwhelming majority of classrooms, particularly during middle 
school (in which most male voices are changing) are mixed gender. As mentioned above, male 
students can be intimidated by their female peers’ presence as they struggle with voice production or 
the social stigma of an unchanged voice, resulting in their psychological discomfort overwhelming 
their desire and ability to succeed. Tuning, tone color and instruction style is also affected by the 
gender demographic. Boys, for example, tend to be more physical, kinesthetic learners, and benefit 
from competition, rather than aural/visual and community-based learning typical of females. 
Furthermore, placing males in a single-sex environment constructs a support system and learning 
community through which male students can advise and support each other during their voice 
change. For this same reason, true particularly of male singers, retention rates remain higher in spite 
of societal stigma, in single-gender settings. Finally, teachers can select appropriate repertoire for 
students, choosing pieces which are more pedagogically and thematically appropriate for males. 
Additionally, single-gender classrooms give males the opportunity to sing in as many as four parts 
without the social stigma of “the boy who sings soprano” (McClung 2006, 6-8). 
Teacher education and student environment both play a role in success, but successes can be 
amplified by educating the surrounding academic community on the challenges of the maturation of 
the male voice. Even within single gender classrooms, male students may benefit from 
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understanding the basic anatomy and process of the changing voice. Assuring them that what they 
are going through is a unique, yet normal process can help to calm some of the anxiety which is 
already present in the adolescent male. Further educating other teachers and administration can do a 
great deal to provide a supportive environment for one aspect of adolescence. Oftentimes, parents, 
teachers or other students will make disparaging comments about a students’ vocal performance 
(speaking or sung) out of ignorance, negatively affecting the already fragile disposition. In a more 
programmatic vein, educating administration on the vocal anatomy and maturation process can 
encourage interdisciplinary collaboration between science and even history (countertenors), as well 
as provide explanation for inconsistent vocal tone in concerts; presenting oneself as knowledgeable 
in various aspects of one’s discipline may encourage a level of respect for one’s position, which is 
not always present in the arts. “Quality and excitement” not only recruit male and female students 
alike, but recruit support as well; administrators are more willing to assist in adding young men to a 
program’s choirs when they “understand clearly that you are doing much more than just teaching 
songs” (Barham and Nelson 1991, 25). Taking such actions will help to present oneself in a more 
professional light to one’s colleagues within the choral music education field and within the school 
at which one is employed.  
 The male voice maturation process an inevitable, yet unique aspect of growing up. Each 
stage of development presents distinctive musical, physical and social challenges. In summary, 
female teachers should first seek to create a classroom conducive to students’ developmental stages 
of physical growth and musical competency. Secondarily, they should seek to provide the 
surrounding learning community with the information on correct vocal technique, and beneficial 
pedagogical and interpersonal framework that will present the best opportunity for success of male 
students within their classroom Student success in the classroom is critical to program growth, 
student happiness, and encouraging independent, life-long singers.  
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Concert Hall 
History 
 
 Though music has been a part of culture virtually since the birth of civilization, conducting is 
a relatively new art; female conductors are newer still. While historians can document both male and 
female conductors as early as the 1660’s, these individuals merely served as timekeepers rather than 
interpreters of music. When the conductor-artist paradigm emerged in the 19th century, women were 
traditionally denied professional roles in instrumental ensembles, hence also denied the privilege of 
leading an ensemble. By the end of the 19th century, ambitious women were establishing all-female 
professional ensembles, often conducted by females, creating for themselves the very opportunities 
which society was denying. One of the earliest all-female professional ensembles was the Vienna 
Ladies Orchestra, which performed in New York in 1871, conducted by Josephine Weimlich (Bond 
1980, 77). Continuing in Wiemlich’s footsteps, the “Teens” and Roaring Twenties established a new 
kind of independence. Buoyed by the success of women’s suffrage and the establishment of Julliard 
School of Music, Eastman School of Music and the Curtis Institute, Caroline Nichols6, Eva Vale 
Anderson7 and Ebba Sundstrom8 and Emma Steiner9 emerged as notable pioneers as females on the 
podium (Gray 2007, 302). Nadia Boulanger, a performer, composer, pedagogue and conductor, was 
one of the first women to conduct major symphony orchestras in the US including Boston, New 
                                                          
6 Nichols (1864-1939); founder of the Boston Fadette Women’s Orchestra (est. 1888), the first professional, all-
female orchestra (Gray 2007, 302). 
7 Anderson (1893-1985); conducted Long Beach Women’s Symphony, which grew to 120 members. 
Anderson’s husband (the ensemble’s manager) credited Eva with their success (Gray 2007, 302). 
8 Sundstrom (1896-1963); conductor of the Women’s Symphony of Chicago (est. 1925); 100 members, 
sometimes playing for large audiences in Grant Park (Gray 2007, 302). 
9 Steiner (1852-1929); composer and first female opera conductor, conducting large orchestras and over 6,000 
performances (Gray 2007, 302).   
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York and Philadelphia (Gray 2007, 306-307). A contemporary, in 1930, Antonia Brico was the first 
female to conduct the Berlin Philharmonic (Schweitzer 2008, 9). 
In the 1950’s, Margaret Hillis began her conducting career as a choral conductor, a position 
in which women historically have been more accepted; nonetheless, attitudes were little changed. 
Hillis’ composition professor at Indiana University encouraged her to begin conducting by studying 
choral conducting with Robert Shaw in the hopes that she could enter the orchestral world through 
the “backdoor.” After studying with Shaw at Julliard, she established what today is known as Chorus 
America, formed the Chicago Symphony Chorus and became the first American woman to conduct 
a major American symphony orchestra—the Chicago Symphony (Whittemore 2009e, 403-404).  
Other pioneers in the field include Sarah Caldwell, founder of the Boston Opera Group and first 
female American to conduct at the Metropolitan Opera. More recently, in 1990, Marin Alsop 
became the first female to be awarded the Koussevitzky Conducting Prize, win the Leopold 
Stokowski Conducting Competition and to conduct the Boston Pops (Gray 2007, 317).  
More recently, society at large, and the academy have extended their focus to include 
women’s issues.  In 1995, during the annual national convention, the American Choral Director’s 
Association (ACDA) held a panel on women’s issues (Catoni Conlon 2009a, 8). Strong advocates in 
the field include Joan Catoni Conlon, Doreen Rao, Marin Alsop and JoAnn Falletta. Most recent 
developments include the formation of a website and Facebook group for Women in Choral Music, An 
International Database of Women Choral Conductors (Catoni Conlon 2009a, 9) and the publication of Wit, 
Wisdom, and Will: Choral Conductors on Their Art, compiled and edited by Joan Catoni Conlon.  
Though the society’s awareness of the female’s unique “otherness” is indeed shifting, 
unfortunately, female conductors still experience societal prejudice, particularly within higher 
education and professional circles. In 2005, Chorus America conducted a study on salaries for choral 
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music educators; the results showed that on average, female conductors earned 74% of the average 
salary of their male colleagues, constituting approximately between a $2500-$5000 difference 
(quoted in Hansen 2009, 209, table 9). In her article, “Women in Choral Conducting: A Level 
Playing Field”, Schweitzer (2008) postulates the statistic may be affected by the high number of 
women conducting children’s choirs (71% of all children’s choirs are led by women); however 
educational background and other statistics highlight another possible cause.   
Since the 1990’s and in continually increasing numbers, more women than men are 
graduating with their bachelor’s degrees (Hansen 2009, 184). According to the most recent report 
compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education, women hold the majority of Doctoral degrees 
conferred in the Visual and Performing Arts, with 778 women graduating with Ph.D.’s versus the 
675 men (Earned Degrees Conferred, 2007-8, 2010). Regardless of educational background, in the 
aforementioned study conducted by Chorus America in 2005, results indicated men still conduct 
81% of professional choruses and 71% of community choruses (Schweitzer 2008, 11). Furthermore, 
Music Data Summaries from HEADS compiled for 2007-2008 indicate women comprise 
approximately thirty percent of music faculty in private or public institution (Hansen 2009, 208).  
The types of institutions and the positions female choral conductors hold within those 
institutions is also illuminating. In a study, published in the 1993/1994 edition of College Music 
Symposium, the majority of respondents (61.7%) stated they were employed at a community college 
or private institution with fewer than 100 music majors (Hetzel and Norton 1993, 31). Similarly, a 
study published in 2003 by The Council for Research in Music Education indicated that females 
comprised only 17% of all Director of Choral Activities (DCAs) (VanWeelden 2003, 23, table 1) and 
of that 17%, only 14% listed a female DCA with a male holding a “lesser ranking” conducting 
position (VanWeelden 2003, 28).  While females in choral conducting are not the subjects of the 
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most significant gender inequity, gender bias remains an issue for women particularly in higher 
education positions, which are often gateways to professional ensembles, which also exhibit a similar 
environment.  Of the approximately 30% of female music faculty (cited in the HEADS results), only 
slightly more than half of surveyed women had achieved tenure in public institutions. In private 
institutions, where the majority of all women conductors are employed, only 38% reported having 
achieved tenure (Hansen 2009, 208, 214).  
Salary, tenure, teaching opportunities and societal support combine to create a difficult path 
for women seeking professional or prestigious conducting careers within the academy or beyond. 
The tenure process in itself is a significant hurdle for women to overcome. When the Title IX 
Amendment was established in 1972, it stated that “No person in the United States shall, on the 
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance” (Title 
IX 1972). While discrimination in the academy is not always overt, its very infrastructure combined 
with societal expectations and gender bias, often do little to promote or support women’s successes 
(Hansen 2009, 195).  
In high-powered, male-dominated, capitalist cultures, society often dictates that women are 
deferential in their language, dress more formally than their male counterparts and are “emotional 
soothers” (Hansen 2009, 191). At the same time, women who exhibit these behaviors within the 
academy are often perceived as weak. Women who use strong language, are careless in their dress 
and challenge students are often perceived as “too strong” or “too masculine” (Hansen 2009, 191-
192). Consequently, women are often “stuck between a rock and hard place”, unable to be 
themselves, but neither are they able to become what the environment is demanding. Hansen 
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purports that when trying to gain tenure, “collegiality”—or how well one is liked, may outweigh 
teaching, research and service (Hansen 2009, 218-219). 
Though subtle discrimination exists in the academy, Sharon Hansen offers tips for women 
seeking tenure. First and foremost, she encourages women that tenure is indeed an important part of 
one’s career. One should also have a timeline if they are planning to have children. Secondly, 
charisma plays an essential role in gaining tenure. Observing culture, networking and being heavily 
involved socially and academically within one’s first few years at an institution are crucial. Attending 
faculty functions like recitals, concerts and lectures, hosting or attending social functions and being 
friendly all contribute to presenting an “engaged” persona (Hansen 2009, 220-221). Furthermore, 
evidence of research including presenting lectures, speaking at conferences and publishing papers 
are important components of presenting a “scholarly” persona. Presenting the appropriate persona 
lays the groundwork for a successful tenure evaluation. Further work including keeping track of 
tenure materials like programs, CDs and videos, papers and class materials, and keeping track of 
whether rules are being followed aid in documenting the tenure process should evidence be needed 
at a later date (Hansen 2009, 219).  
Combined with the academy’s often hidden double standard of expectations, and the 
demands of home, even though universities are slowly adding “family friendly policies” which 
include “university sponsored health care, part time options for tenure tracks and discounting career 
gaps related to family responsibilities”, all too often, women find themselves making a choice 
between career and home. (Hansen 2009, 200). Consequently, these demands and expectations may 
cause women search for less high-profile, time-consuming, and consequently lesser paying jobs, in 
order to maintain a sustainable balance. Regardless, tenured women are less likely to be parents than 
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tenured men. Furthermore, female faculty members with children often advance more slowly in the 
academy than those without children or their male counterparts with families (Hansen 2009, 203).  
 As the struggle against gender-bias in the academy continues, combined with the 
responsibility of filling dual roles, women also face difficult choices on the home-front. In the world 
of single-parent households and dual incomes, professional women face the unique challenge of 
being dually responsible for their careers and running a household and raising children (Apfelstadt 
2009a, 308). Though significant others, spouses or partners may help, women remain the ones gifted 
with bearing children. Combined with a “typical” female’s drive to be Superwoman, Barbie and 
soccer mom all in one, maintaining reasonable stress levels can be difficult.  
 Hilary Apfelstadt, a renowned conductor, professional and mother, expresses the 
importance of balance, blended with grace for self and support from others as keys to a happy and 
successful life (Apfelstadt 2009a, 305-307). Apfelstadt encourages women, rather than 
compartmentalizing work and home, to consider oneself as a whole being. Apfelstadt, living proof 
that motherhood and career-woman are not always incompatible, reminds women that though they 
are capable of having everything, they may not be able to have it simultaneously (Apfelstadt 2009a, 
319). Input and output of work, family and personal time may change from season to season, but it 
should always be kept in balance. Being present in oneself will enable one to arrange life based on 
the “priorities of your heart” (Apfelstadt 2009a, 311). Having a strong support system of family, 
friends and colleagues can help in discerning the correct balance for a particular season. 
 Finally, Apfelstadt reminds conductors, particularly female conductors, that time is a 
precious gift. Balance may be maintained in the every-day by prioritizing one’s schedule by planning 
specific times for “time vampires” such as email and phone calls and allowing flex time to deal with 
emergencies (Apfelstadt 2009a, 317-318). Furthermore, she encourages professionals to set 
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scheduled appointments for oneself—uninterrupted personal and professional time (Apfelstadt 
2009a, 316). Apfelstadt advises female conductors not to accept professional or personal demands 
on a whim or apathetically, but when one does say yes, to say it whole-heartedly (Apfelstadt 2009a, 
318). Most importantly, when life’s demands grow heavy or one makes mistakes, Apfelstadt reminds 
conductors to relinquish one’s sense of control or perfectionism (Apfelstadt 2009a, 310). Our 
professions as musicians and conductors, even our personalities (which may predispose us to 
become musicians), and societal expectations for the female sex may condition us to “be in control”. 
For example, a study conducted by Thomas Martin Wubbenhorst indicated a high correlation 
between individuals who selected music performance, education or even composition as a career 
and Extraversion-Intuition-Feeling-Judging (ENFJ10) personality type according to the Myers-Briggs 
personality test (though music educators indicated an “equal preference” for Thinking (T) and 
Feeling (F) (Wubbenhorst 1994, 68). However, judgment only repeats the cycle and prevents us 
from growing. Apfelstadt wisely advocates that having grace for ourselves gives us the strength and 
opportunity to grow and move forward. Furthermore, she reminds conductors that excellence, 
rather than perfection is the goal, and further that we are loved and we love not due our actions, but 
because of our identity—our spirit, our being (Apfelstadt 2009a, 310).  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
10 Extraversion—focusing on the outer world, concepts and ideas; Intuition—making judgments based on 
subconscious; Feeling—making logically-based judgments; Thinking—make decisions based on objective logic and 
systems;  objective, systematic; Judging—use either Thinking or Feeling to make decisions on the outer world 
(Wubbenhorst 1994, 67).  
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Score Preparation 
 
 Score preparation could likened to a diamond mining operation—the work is difficult and 
time consuming, but if done properly, produces stunning results.  Like a diamond, the more refined 
one’s interpretation of the score, the more a piece will shine in the concert hall.  As a jeweler 
discovers a diamond’s best purpose, so the conductor discovers the composer’s intention through 
careful study. In a personal interview, conductor Fiora Corradetti Contino cites Julius Herford as 
saying, “Analysis is preliminary work to open your heart to the inspiration of the moment to 
understand the spirituality of the composer—the imagination of something that is not tangible” 
(Whittemore 2009d, 370). Similarly, Anne Howard Jones stated, “Shaw often said that the composer 
frequently made only the broad stroke and we were to make the composer’s idea work with the 
musical resources we had at our disposal…[we should] always [strive] to put them into the 
performance in the best possible way” (Deveau, Jones, and Westerhaus 2009, 14).  Like a diamond 
in the rough, essence must precede style. 
 First, the miner must dig and pick through rock to find the diamonds.  The process is time-
consuming, but well worth the investment. Some diamonds are of better quality than others, while 
some may be appropriate for a ring while others would be better suited to a watch or broken into 
chips for an industrial tool.  Similarly, effective score preparation begins with the selection of the 
score itself. First, the piece must be considered itself in several lights. What message does it convey 
to oneself, to the singers, the ensemble as whole, and the audience? Is the music well-crafted and 
appropriate for the setting, age level and skill set? Do text and music complement one another? 
Secondly, one must assess the piece in the presence of others--how the piece fits within the program 
as a whole. Does it add stylistic, textual or atmospheric depth? Does it fit the theme of the concert 
or the ensemble’s through-lines?  
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 After an appropriate piece has been selected, the conductor should begin the initial survey, 
noting basic information about the composer, date of composition, translation and pronunciation, 
range, timing and overall harmonic, phrasal and formal structure (Deveau, Jones, and Westerhaus 
2009, 15). In a vein similar to Robert Shaw, Charlene Archibeque encourages conductors to study a 
piece’s composer within their historical, cultural and biographical context to gain further insight into 
the purpose and message of the piece (Whittemore 2009b, 335).  Once the basics have been marked 
and integrated into ones intellectual framework, the conductor must begin assimilating the piece on 
a kinesthetic level. Ideally, conductors learn a piece of music completely through audiation, free to 
develop their own interpretation without another artist’s bias. If this is not possible, the piano is the 
next means of learning, with recordings being the last resort. Even when using the piano, play as 
little as possible without losing the aural image of the piece. Though tedious at times, especially 
when working on a master work, the process is necessary, so that the structure may stand out in full 
relief, unencumbered by frivolous detail. After these steps are completed, facets may be chipped into 
the diamond, to enhance its natural beauty. Melody, rhythm and form should be considered in this 
order, so that the piece is rebuilt note by note, this time with a new understanding (Deveau, Jones, 
and Westerhaus 2009, 17-19).   
When seeking to discover the overall form, conductors differ on whether text, harmony or 
melody should dictate form. Regardless, the largest building blocks of form should be examined 
first, followed by sections, periods and phrases. Additionally, each piece should dictate the type of 
analysis performed. A ballad versus a movement of a masterwork versus an esoteric piece full of 
cluster-chords will require a different type of analysis. Quintessentially, the conductor should seek to 
find where “the music breathes” (Whittemore 2009a, 455).  
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Conjunctively, score markings are important to building a lasting analytic roadmap. 
Depending on a conductor’s style, time constraints or the complexity of the piece, a short analysis 
may also be completed, in place of or in addition to a formal analysis (“Deo!” Analysis, Appendix 2, 
and “I Had a Little Nut Tree” Analysis, Appendix 3). Translation (word-for-word and poetic), 
diction and phrasing are critical for conveying the composer’s message. Additionally, important 
entrances, dynamics, meter and key changes add to the piece’s mood. Finally, metronome markings 
may be the most important score marking—an inappropriate tempo can break a piece (Deveau, 
Jones, and Westerhaus 2009, 28-30). Some conductors may mark in pencil, while others use a variety 
of colors, symbols and even sticker dots to draw the eye to important aspects (“I Had a Little Nut 
Tree”, Appendix 3). Once the score is assimilated, the colors act as a memory trigger, allowing the 
eye to merely skim the music.  
 Similar to a jeweler deciding on the appropriate setting for a diamond ring, effective analysis 
is the driving force behind a strong rehearsal process. Analysis dictates everything from the rehearsal 
guide and plans to conducting gesture and even rehearsal schedule (Whittemore 2009e, 408). 
Executing analysis is the first step into assimilating a piece into one’s being, so that the conductor 
may not simply conduct the music, but rather become an embodiment of the music.  
In addition to establishing and maintaining the beat, an excellent conductor should seek to 
communicate, to “make, interpret, and enjoy ‘in the moment’ creation of music.’” (quoted in 
Whittemore 2009b, 334-335). Furthermore, conducting cannot simply be about conducting, but 
should be informed by the analytical process, the message of the piece and the consequent 
emotional responses of the conductor and ensemble (Catoni Conlon and Whittemore 2009, 344). 
An artist-conductor is always in control; not controlling, so as to stifle the opportunity for a flow 
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experience11, but underpinned by analysis, the conductor’s gesture reflects an understanding of what 
has happened, is happening and will happen. A conductor should always be clear. Conveying a clear 
message, musically and textually, necessitates a clear gesture (Whittemore 2009b, 336). A conductor 
conveys tempo, style and an understanding of the piece as a whole through facial affect, energy, 
posture and gesture. A good conductor has a wide range of knowledge and skill of and compassion 
for the ensemble and each section’s challenges; furthermore, they are able to communicate with 
them effectively verbally, non-verbally and musically (Deveau, Jones, and Westerhaus 2009, 32). Like 
a good jeweler, having clean technique saves rehearsal time, but also places a conductor in “a more 
professional light with one’s peers and with the audience” (Whittemore 2009b, 334). Finally, an 
excellent conductor conveys a sense of community. Though the conductor remains in control, they 
allow for the ensemble to respond to their gesture and to the music, for the ensemble to sing with 
their own voices (Whittemore 2009b, 338). Music-making is a gateway into emotional transcendence 
(Whittemore 2009b, 340).  A conductor’s diamond-like interpretation, analysis and gesture creates a 
culture of empowerment and understanding for each singer; in other words, a conductor mines 
alone so that the mining process may be repeated in a communal setting with ones apprentices—the 
ensemble, so that they too discover, transcend and to make musicians free to make music 
(Whittemore 2009e, 412). The diamond is then shared, one final time, with the audience, sparkling 
with the thousands of facets added by each individual’s voice. 
 
 
 
                                                          
11 For more information see: Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly. Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience. New York: 
Harper & Row, 1990. 
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Female Conductors: Neither Fish, Nor Fowl, Nor Good Red Herring 
 
 Historically, in society and the arts, women have not operated from positions of authority, 
nor have they been portrayed as such; neither are they typically found in large, public institutions, 
the academy at large, in large churches or in Director of Choral Activities (DCA) positions. Social 
Learning Theory, developed by Albert Bandura (1977), dictates the individuals are conditioned to 
behave a certain way based on modeling and observation. Thus, as women assume more overt 
leadership roles in visible leadership positions, archetypal inconsistencies may arise. 
Culturally, the Cartesian mind/body split has equated women with the emotional body and 
men with the intellectual mind. Consequently, women and society often find themselves 
uncomfortable with the “significant display of power” inherent to the conductor’s role (Hansen 
2009, 213).  Though female behaviors have indeed changed, particularly within the professional 
context, old habits and expectations may still present internal and external obstacles to a woman’s 
career development. “When men and women behave according to our expectations we are 
comfortable and approving. But when someone violates these deeply held expectations, men and 
women alike often become uncomfortable, disapproving, or defensive” (Sandler 1993, 2). Students 
are also more likely to accept demanding male conductors while holding the female counterparts to 
a higher standard (Hansen 2009, 191). “Dominant social patriarchal discourses encourage [female 
conductors] to pursue their femininity through their bodies, while dominant conducting suggests 
that they need to renounce their femininity and adopt a surrogate masculinity” (Bartleet 2008, 39). A 
female conductor is often left with two choices: either embrace her femininity, which elicits the 
perception that she, as a masterful musician is weak or incompetent, or assume society’s mold of a 
strong conductor and leader, which violates her identity and creates a disconnect between body-
mind-spirit triune which is necessary for complete mastery (Brydie Leigh 2008, 36-37). Society’s 
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double standard creates an environment in which it is virtually impossible to be accepted and to 
succeed.  
Sociologists have identified typifying characteristics of national cultures, and with these 
characteristics, the country’s intrinsic behaviors. Dutch sociologist, Dr. Geert Hofstede pioneered 
research regarding national cultures focuses on five dimensions including Power Distance Index, 
Individualism versus Collectivism, Masculinity versus Femininity; Uncertainty Avoidance; and Long-
Term Orientation (National Cultural Dimensions, n.d.).  Hofstede’s research indicates that American 
society possess strong masculine traits with a large power distance index. According to Hofstede 
(What About the USA?, n.d.) societies exhibiting a large power index have an established self-
justified social hierarchy, in which inequality “is endorsed by the followers as much as by the 
leaders”. Furthermore, countries that are more masculine than feminine, range in the intensity of 
their masculine traits, depending on the country. For example, while women in the US (a masculine 
country) retain feminine traits including “modesty and caring”, they remain more assertive and 
independent than women from feminine countries; regardless, they are not as assertive and 
independent as American men, illustrating “a gap between men’s values and women’s values 
(Dimensions of national Cultures, n.d.). Consequently, within this paradoxical context, sometimes 
women have to overcome gender bias and national bias within the context of the power index and a 
patriarchally-based society, in order to continue professional development and behaviors and to 
fulfill their roles as conductors.  
Facial affect and word use play a critical role a making a first impression. Effective teachers 
demonstrate facial approval and disapproval, varying voice use and confidence. Combined with a 
female’s identity, how should she act? Women are generally perceived as “motherly” and “emotional 
soothers” (Hansen 2009, 191). If a woman acts dispassionately, she is cold; if she uses academic 
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speech, forgoing the typical qualifiers and deferential tone, she is abrasive; if she dresses “less than”, 
she is sloppy and letting herself go, instead of being regarded as “eccentric” (Hansen 2009, 191, 
192). Social constructs even provoke a gender-biased response to her conducting gestures. Adding 
additional layers of music, ensemble, style and personality complicate the already confusing and 
unhealthy response. Society’s projections can hinder the female conductor from exploring her full 
mastery as an artistic conductor (Bartleet 2008, 42).   
In summary, being a female conductor is to confront deeply held norms. In spite of the rich 
academic learning culture available to women, Cartesian expectations can often suppress women as 
dynamic, intellectual individuals with a desire to challenge their students. Further, in today’s 
intellectual culture, the Cartesian split may transfer to the value society places on female versus male 
and female actions, values and career choices. Ripple effects of this split are easily viewed in the 
academy (tenureship, salary)—even in student evaluations. A difficult combination of dualism and a 
Cartesian split, if a female conductor is perceived as weak, unfeminine or unsociable, she will receive 
lower ratings on her student’s evaluations, which negatively reflect on both ends of the spectrum 
(Hansen 2009, 192).   
Women’s perception of leadership and the female leadership style compose opposite ends of 
the spectrum: power, authority and tyranny versus team-based, community and democracy. Too 
many women and their ensembles have suffered from their response to the Cartesian split. On an 
individual level, the dualistic system presents a narrow perspective in which a singular aspect of an 
individual is considered, “in isolation from other characteristics that make of the specificity of their 
lives” (Bartleet 2008, 38). A woman’s experience on the podium as a whole, yet is a part of the larger 
whole of her life experiences. Concealing aspects of her life to “ensure acceptance” does not “offer 
an accurate picture of how these women live their own lives” (Bartleet 2008, 36-37, 38). According 
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to conversations with other women and personal experience, Bartleet writes that when women 
revised their behavior in an attempt to emulate leadership based on a masculine model, women state 
they were “unsuccessful or dissatisfied when they had achieved this paradox because they had cut 
themselves off from their femininity and the consequent disconnect prevented from being 
successful” (Bartleet 2008, 43). Though it may be the road less traveled, Doreen Rao encourages 
female conductors to grow into themselves: “I learned long ago that in spite of many challenges, 
living out my authentic voices as a conductor and teacher was more productive and satisfying for me 
than following the more conventional, patriarchal sector” (Rao 2009, 248).  
 Doreen Rao, and Hilary Apfelstadt, in respective articles on femininity and leadership, offer 
further advice on remaining connected to oneself, presenting holistic and empowering advice that 
enhances a woman’s strength for a dynamic performance on the podium. Apfelstadt first defines 
necessary qualities for a good leader, regardless of gender: “organization, dependability, 
conscientiousness” and “motivation” are included in the list, as well as “passion” (Apfelstadt 2009a, 
157). Furthermore, she reminds conductors that the leader facilitates growth and development in the 
group by modeling in an academic and social context (Apfelstadt 2009a, 158). While the leadership 
style may change based on the situation, the most effective teachers maintain a high level of student 
motivation and productivity throughout the process, leading to “both musical satisfaction (goal 
achievement) and enjoyment (relationship focus) of the musicians (Apfelstadt 2009a, 161). In other 
words, conductors, whether male or female, who match skills and tasks, musically and socially, 
create an opportunity for flow (Csikszentmihalyi 1990, 74-76). Many musicians can recall fond 
memories of making music with friends. Similarly, when both musical and social flow experiences 
occur, the love of the craft and the love in our hearts causes the experience to take on a depth in the 
“meta-flow” not otherwise present.  
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 Presenting a slightly different viewpoint, Doreen Rao discusses the “feminine wisdom” of 
cultivating a means-based culture, focused on community and “beingness”. While these 
characteristics may be more prevalent in some matriarchal cultures, they are not exclusively 
feminine. Rao touches on the new trend, remarking on the importance of “a curriculum that reflects 
the values of diversity over uniformity, reflection over perfection—and ultimately, humanity over 
gender” (Rao 2009, 249).  
Much of the conflict discussed in the above sections is the result of a clash of cultural 
paradigms. Female conductors operate within a different paradigm than the limiting social 
paradigms and gender biases that proceeded them. If conductors are conscious of these disconnects, 
they can work to build the bridge or facilitate a paradigm shift, which then in turn, births the 
necessary cognitive redirection. When both male and female conductors remain true to their own 
calling and manifest personal and rehearsal behaviors that transcend gender behaviors, they are 
themselves modeling the very behavioral tool essential for the next step: consciousness (Fadrhonc 
and Lauridsen n.d., 2).  
In today’s world of the ever-changing kaleidoscope of contexts, cultures and expectations, 
even within a seeming “static” ensemble, flexibility and adaptability are crucial. While understanding 
that our strengths and weaknesses are important in becoming masterful conductors and connected 
people, perhaps the best strategy for conductors, regardless of gender, be taught to utilize masculine 
and feminine leadership traits. We should not be striving for “fairness” in which men and women 
are treated “the same”, because gender identity is an integral part of beings. Doing so would present 
a similar paradox in which genders lose their specificity and individual beauty. Rather, we are striving 
for equality, in which conductors are treated as artists gifted with shared, yet unique perspectives 
(Brydie Leigh 2008, 44, 45).   
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To that end, a new cultural model is emerging. Geert Hofstede, a Dutch researcher, has 
developed a cultural dimensions theory free of labels, and based on five dimensions: power distance, 
individualism, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity and long-term orientation. A related model on 
organizational culture includes dimensions on means vs. goals, motivation, focus, systems, work 
ethic, leadership style and identification with the organization.  Each dimension demonstrates the 
potential for an optimum balance between “masculine” and “feminine” traits to build a truly 
humane culture. Consciousness is critical to the effective implementation of Hofstede’s research: 
first, recognizing where a sector lies within a selected dimension and second, the location of the 
optimum point on the spectrum (Dimensions n.d.).   
As with the revolution of consciousness during the Civil Rights movement of the 1960’s, we 
too are in transition of choosing mind over matter in the gender revolution. Yes, as cited by Hansen, 
and Sandler, and even in the gender-specific language of Apfelstadt and Rao, prejudices still exist. 
The data presented by Hofstede looks over the edge of the horizon to a new dawn where 
consciousness transcends body and mind to embrace the spirit in which conductors awaken their 
beings to explore the music’s full potential.  
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Career 
Experiential Wisdom from Female Conductors 
 
Sarah Grisso 
1. When did you decide to become a choral music educator? Why? 
 
…I always thought I might want to [be a choral music educator] since I was in choir in high 
school. It was always music teacher or performer. I was never anything else--But probably when 
I started student teaching--when I student-taught, I started remembering all the repertoire we 
did [in high school], because high school was when I fell in love with [choral music]… 
2. What are some challenges you face as a female choral educator and conductor? What 
are some strengths you have? 
 
And maybe the challenges don’t apply-- 
… As a female, sometimes, you run into challenges with getting boys in[to choir] because it 
hard to match their range, because it’s hard to be like “it’s cool”, but that can also be an 
advantage—it just depends. But then you run into challenges—and I don’t know if this is just 
because I’m a young teacher—but boys being in [choir] because they’re into you…them being in 
it for the wrong thing. And that can be helpful if they’re like, “Oh, new young cute teacher,” but 
then you’re like, “No, we need to sing.” So that can be double-edged. And I don’t know if that’s 
more female or youth--probably I would say youth, but female too. I don’t know because I’m 
not a guy, but the young male teachers might have the girls [doing the same thing] too. But the 
girls are usually more willing to join [choir] anyway…I think advantages can be some females are 
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more motherly, maternal. I’ve said to my kids a thousand times that we are family-oriented and I 
think that has been a benefit…  
 
…I’m sure that there are some challenges, but I haven’t felt that…professionally. I’m not 
very competitive--Maybe if I was more competitive I would feel [challenges]… I did notice 
when I was in college, I started observing the people that I worked closely with and respected 
and admired. None of them were married or had families. That started to weigh on me because 
that’s something that’s really important to me… I started to see that they’d chosen--at some 
point they’d made a choice and had to let that other thing go.  I had one [professor] that was 
married and did have kids, [her husband] was getting his doctorate, she was getting her masters, 
and that was inspirational to me… 
 
3. What perceptions, if any, does the general public (students, audience, parents, 
administrators etc.) hold about female conductors and educators?  
 
I think they probably think it’s pretty characteristic of how X and I are. He’s kind of the 
nonchalant, not really involved in other stuff, but really gung-ho about band, hard-core. I’m 
passionate about choir, but I’m more like “I love choir,” and, “I love everything”. I’m more 
open to “Oh yeah, I’ll do prom or I’ll--” and that’s because I’m not as competitive with choir… 
I think [perceptions] fit what they would probably expect.  
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4. How, if at all, have perceptions about females as conductors/music educators 
changed since you started teaching and conducting both in general and towards you 
specifically?  
 
Do you think (you’ve only been teaching a couple years) but maybe since you started college, do you think 
perceptions people have had about people being conductors/music educators and viewed you, has it/how has it 
changed? You talked a little about the previous experience at Spotswood… 
 
…I think people probably think band directors are male, choir [conductors] are female--but 
I think for general music, people probably expect a female to be in that role. So I don’t think 
that has changed. That has always been accepted and I wasn’t treated any different because of 
that, good or bad. And then myself, I feel like I’ve done well at Spotswood… I felt like I was 
welcomed really well, and perceived well off the bat… 
5. Have you ever been in a musical situation in which you felt you were the object of 
bias based on your gender?  
 
Have you ever been in a music situation (and this could be since you started music), where you felt like you were 
an object of bias based on your gender? 
Nothing specific comes to mind. I’m sure I have. I feel like I’ve heard the phrase, “Oh well 
you’re a girl.” But probably more, expectations in how I respond to students. Like if I get really 
emotional… So maybe stuff like that in terms of aesthetics or when I’ve decorated the stage for 
a concert--but I don’t think specifically anything…I think it is your behavior as an 
individual…I’m sure that people do get a stigma attached to them. I think if you can just be 
confident and “You know what, I’m good at what I do, it’s probably different from a lot of 
people, but that’s the way it is for me,” I think it goes a long way with avoiding [bias happening], 
but also not taking things too personally. There will be times when you don’t agree with 
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somebody, and if it is something to do with gender, I think that is a problem, but I think 
sometimes people can feel like it is…  
     What would you do if there was something pretty blatant that it was because you’re a girl? 
I would probably be polite, but I would probably stand up for myself…I hope I’m not in 
that situation ever, because I think that would be a challenge to deal with. But really, seek advice 
from someone I’m comfortable with, or go with them to talk to someone else about it--strength 
in numbers.  
6. How, if at all, does being in a largely male-dominated choral world affect your 
performance behavior or professional interactions (dress, language use, 
attitude/facial affect)? 
 
I don’t feel it’s largely male-dominated because--I’m on my own at work…I’m sure 
collegiately, it is [male dominated].  But I’ve never felt that way, because my college conductor 
was [female]--it has never affected me. Going to VCDA and VMEA, I feel like it’s pretty 
balanced--if not a little more female— 
 
Do you think, regardless, that you choose to make conscious decisions about your attitude or how you dress or the 
words that you use because you’re female?  
I don’t feel that way in terms of what I say or how I act. I feel like that’s specific to my 
personality and I feel like I’m pretty emotional, girly. And I like that--I have worked with women 
who are very non emotional, and that’s ok too; that’s different for me because that’s not who I 
am. But I would probably adjust it more if I was around women, to be honest.  
 
That you would be less emotional or more? 
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Probably less, if I felt like that was not their style and we had to work together. Whereas 
men, “Oh, we’re completely different. We’re not even on the same playing field.” We are 
[professionally], but in terms of gender-- 
 
I know there are females who always wear pants when they conduct because it’s a “control” thing. 
 
[talking about her usually wearing a dress or skirt as concert attire]…I think it’s ok to 
embrace--and maybe behind my back there are issues, but I have never felt that-- I feel 
completely different and I feel completely confident. 
7. How do you effectively teach (including literature choices) and model for the 
changing male voice? 
 
How do you teach and model for changing male voices? Because that’s all the time with you teaching middle 
school-- 
 
The middle school, I’ve been blessed to only have three boys in choir. And they were all 
soprano/alto, so I picked two part [literature], but I did have one--that was a challenge. If we 
were bigger, I would have done three part [literature], and I think I could have even had some 
lower altos help with that. I have a low voice, so I’m ok to model in their range and when I 
model, I often sing tenor, bass, as low as I can go with them, which I probably shouldn’t do 
[laughs]…Or we’ll do a lot of stuff where we talk about matching--we talk about the low, 
middle, and the falsetto. 
I think just breaking [it] down--I think a lot of them can be musically talented, but they just 
don’t understand their registers, so doing a lot exercises where you explore that…But at the 
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middle school level, I have not had to do a lot--because my boy’s voices haven’t changed. I think 
a lot of it is trial and error, and just treating them like any other--and also not making too big of 
a deal--I think that is good too…[Doing] the same warm-ups every day, that they can feel [their 
voice]--or a couple they always know…High school boys have a harder time, either going way 
high or really low…they just need to get used to “Sing where you speak. Yes, there it is. You 
don’t have to do anything crazy to sing, just give it breath support and there it is.” 
8. How does being female change your interactions with students in the classroom 
(classroom management, social interaction etc)?  
 
I feel like it’s different only because I have observed X…That’s important to me to connect 
with them--and [it’s important] to connect girls and boys. If they boys come out in their tux, 
“You look great! You clean up well.” [Females] have a little more freedom with that, to go to 
that type of place without it being creepy or weird. It’s more like [a] friend or motherly--And as 
you get older, I think it is more motherly…  
 
Do you think that also applies to classroom management? 
 
Yeah--I think it does affect it, but again, I’ve never thought of these questions in terms of 
being female or in terms of my personality. But I feel like I would be surprised if anyone 
described me as authoritative, because I’m not going to yell at my kids, I’m not going to shout at 
them. I’m more likely to guilt them…I think being female affects my personal classroom 
management. Not necessarily for the better--just different.  
9. What is one piece of advice you would give to future female conductors and music 
educators? 
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Be confident. I think it’s good to explore and learn about the differences, but I wouldn’t get 
bogged down with the fact that you’re female. And if it matters to someone else, then their 
opinion is probably not that valid. So just embracing that you know what you’re doing, you’re 
educated, you’re prepared, you’re confident, I feel like that’s all that should matter. I feel like it’s 
important to realize that you obviously are female, but you’re also [you]…I think things will 
speak for themselves regardless of gender.  
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Julia J. White 
1. When did you decide to become a choral music educator? Why? 
 
I would say that I came through the back door--I grew up working the job in a 2,000 
member church where my mother was a minister of music. So, I was doing everything at a 
young age… I watched--my mom and dad were both professional musicians--direct brass 
ensemble—my dad was a trumpet player, my mom directed all ages of choirs. And I would have 
to step in and just do it. So I learned the craft by doing it.  
 
I never really wanted to be in choral…I was hired for gigs on oboe when I was 15 in the 
Indianapolis area, so I have a lot of instrumental experience, I have conducting experience. I 
didn’t think too much--of directing a group. I wasn’t intimidated by it. I just did it. I realize now 
that that was a huge training and I wasn’t aware of--but then for undergraduate, I did an oboe 
major and changed over to organ… 
 
…children’s choirs I did all through growing up too. Every age--I sang the solos, I directed 
the choir, I sang the parts, I directed the handbells… I knew a lot of choral people in 
Indianapolis because my mom was a choral person, instrumental turned choral.  
 
It just seemed pretty natural to become a choral conductor?  
 
I never wanted to become a choral conductor per se… I didn’t have a moment when I said, 
“I want to be a choral conductor.” --I had a church job when I was in undergraduate for three 
years and I was working with a choir. That was completely natural, it was just a complete feed 
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into what I had already done. I did it and I was good at it and I didn’t think too much of it. But 
that was over here and I was the organist at the [church]--but then as time went on, I kind of 
found myself kept doing it over and over like David Willcocks. I took a two week workshop 
with the Royal School of Church Music at Princeton, and again that seemed very natural to 
me…  
 
…I suppose it wasn’t until I got into specializing in children’s choirs—I worked in the 
American Boy Choir School—that’s when some things started clicking for me because I loved 
the sound… And I guess at that point, my vision was the more things you can do professionally, 
the more often you’ll get work… 
 
And pretty soon, after working at Nassau [Presbyterian] with that huge program, I got a job 
at Fairfax Presbyterian in Northern Virginia. And that’s what job--and Jack Butt [her now-
husband] was living down here [in Shenandoah Valley] and I thought, “I should move down 
here” and it was a choir position--this also inspired me greatly, and each choir, each of the four 
choirs had 25-50 [people] each--these are children’s choirs…So I worked there for two years and 
started a concert series and took the choir on tour and pretty soon I started getting asked to do 
festivals with Choristers Guild, which is for church musicians and children’s choirs, especially in 
the church… 
2. What are some challenges you face as a female choral educator and conductor? What 
are some strengths you have? 
 
…Since I was a very little girl, I was irritated with the culture for identifying somebody as the 
“first female to do this”. I remember, [a news article]…that was that she was the first astronaut 
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to whatever. I said to my mom, “Why are they calling her a female? They wouldn’t say it’s the 
first male astronaut.” So at a very young age, I noticed that people would put the word female 
before the job and I never understood that and still don’t to this day. “Female conductor”—that 
didn’t seem intelligent or respectful to me or just common sense. Either they’re stunning at what 
they do or they’re not stunning at what they do and I’m not much interested in their gender. But 
most people don’t feel that way. Most people feel very connected to whether that person is male 
or female. And as a 50-year old person, I now understand that better, but I also look back at the 
little child that wanted to know why anyone thought that it was extraordinary. 
  
I don’t feel that I have had challenges as a female very much… And again, back to the 
instrumental, when we’re sitting in a music theory or whatever class in Master’s school and I can 
sight-read--and all the guys around me can’t, who cares what gender we are?  
 
3. What perceptions, if any, does the general public (students, audience, parents, 
administrators etc.) hold about female conductors and educators?  
How, if at all, have perceptions about females as conductors/music educators 
changed since you started teaching and conducting both in general and towards you 
specifically?  
Have you ever been in a musical situation in which you felt you were the object of 
bias based on your gender? Would you elaborate on that and how you handled it?  
How did this experience impact you then and has it impacted your career?  
 
…Part of it, is you wonder if it’s self-esteem--within the question. Because probably every 
woman is going to have different ideas about self-esteem--I don’t know. I’m just wondering if 
that’s part of the question, “Have there been any challenges?” I’ve always felt very competent to 
do whatever I set out to do…I’ve had very little time of self-doubt with being a female or a 
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male, but also noticing some things. I don’t ever think I’ve had something not go my way 
because I was a female.  
 
…Most of what I’m saying is cultural. I’ve never been I felt competitive. I’ve always done what I 
wanted to do, what I was hired to do, what I set my mind to do. [Someone said] about the choir 
here, about six or seven years into the choir… “I bet you never thought the choir would do all 
the things they’ve done, have you?” And I said, “No, I thought we would achieve all these goals, 
but we achieved them in two instead of seven or eight.” And they were kind of offended 
because I was supposed to say, “Oh no, I don’t know how it happened.” Well, it happened 
through experience, high training, pig-headedness and perseverance. We call that hard work. So 
it’s funny--other people haven’t expected things, but it was just what I was going to do… 
4. How, if at all, does being in a largely male-dominated choral world affect your 
performance behavior or professional interactions (dress, language use, 
attitude/facial affect)? 
 
It sounds like [being female] hasn’t affected your teaching, but has it affected your dress or your language use? Or 
your attitude with how you interact with your colleagues or in the classroom? …we talked about the pants versus 
skirt thing… 
 
I know that sometimes I have chosen to dress higher [more formal] than the men. I and would 
[do the same] when I taught Kindermusik. So here I am teaching little tiny children and I would 
have a suit on. I remember one lady [asking], “Why do you always teach with suits on?” And I 
said, “It reflects the dignity of the subject matter.” When I teach children in the choir, I wear a 
suit and a jacket. 
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…I think we should do everything we can to look attractive. Now, I’ve seen some women 
conductors who look down-right sexy. I don’t think we need to go there, because then you’re 
using your feminine wiles to get somewhere and I’ve never thought that was right. I’m a person, 
I’m a business person, I do my job. I want to look attractive but not sexy. It’s a hard thing to 
know what the right thing is and as women get older, I think it gets trickier because there’s 
ageism, there’s sexism.  
5. How do you effectively teach (including literature choices) and model for the 
changing male voice? 
 
How do you choose to model, and teach…and literature choices (and maybe this isn’t so much of an issue because 
it’s the children’s choir) dealing with the male changing voice?  
 
I mostly don’t deal with that, but I’ve done a bunch of SAB Honor Choirs and I try to keep my 
range really broad. And I warm-up the middle and low voice a lot. So I would say (though you 
can’t categorize male changing voice because they’re all different) the middle C to the lower F. I 
try to have that working. It’s kind of a non-issue. But when I’m teaching an SATB choir, which I 
did for many years, I do it in my range and they use in their range…but I haven’t really found it 
to be a concern.  
6. How does being female change your interactions with students in the classroom 
(classroom management, social interaction etc)? 
 
…[remarking on a previous situation in which she was working with a boy’s choir]…there was 
an assumption on his part that because it was teaching boys, the director would have to be male. 
I thought that was fascinating. And that was one of those male-female moments--which is funny 
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to me because all these years males have directed women all these hundreds and hundreds of 
years”…It never occurred to me that a man would be better [directing] boys when a woman is 
better vocally [directing] boys if that man has an all low voice… 
7. What is one piece of advice you would give to future female conductors and music 
educators? 
 
What is one piece of advice you would give to future female conductors and music educators? 
And maybe because you don’t feel like it’s a big deal [to be female in the choral field], what’s a big piece of advice? 
 
You have to be comfortable with your own power. Many young women are not comfortable 
with their own power and being competent. That makes them uncomfortable… 
…So I just want to clarify. It’s never been an issue for you, but you think maybe other women and men’s 
perception of women has been an issue.  
 
No. I really don’t feel judged or mistreated or anything like that or I didn’t get a job because I 
was a woman. I always felt competent--And that’s not a male or female thing, that’s a “what 
you’ve been given” thing and how you’ve trained yourself… 
 
You used the phrase “music educators”. I think those music educators have to be top-notch in 
performance because you don’t learn those things from a book, you learn them from doing them 
(the performance things). You don’t learn them from a class and it’s not a philosophy. It’s if 
you’re a singer: to sing those things, if you’re a player: to be 100% accurate. And I had to work 
hard at that. I don’t want to tell you that was easy… 
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Dr. Jo-Anne van der Vat-Chromy 
 
1. When did you decide to become a choral music educator? Why? 
 
Well, I always wanted to be a conductor since I was 13 years old. And I wanted to be 
choral conductor when I was in middle school and high school because I had two very 
difficult experiences and thought, “This should be better than this.” [laughs] And in high 
school I actually got to conduct—for almost eighteen months I was the conductor, so I had 
a huge opportunity to conduct that group, but because I didn’t have any training or any 
skills, I was sometimes perceived as bossy and then when my conductor came back, he 
actually yelled at me—and said that I didn’t have the right things…  
…Then I conducted my high school band in high school as well. I conducted 
Hindemith’s “Symphonic Metamorphosis” on a concert and my horn teacher, who’s still 
alive—he’s a lovely man, he came to the concert and said, “Wow.” He told my mom, “She’s 
really got something.” He said, “She should be a conductor.”… I was also being pulled what 
to do with my career and I was accepted to Johns Hopkins to go to medical school through 
a fine arts entry point… 
…I don’t think they have it any more. But I was accepted to go into it, but I just 
didn’t want to. I wanted to because my brain said I should and my grades said I should but 
I—I just knew I wanted to be a musician. And even though I wasn’t a very highly skilled 
musician, even though I won a lot of music awards in high school, I didn’t have a lot of 
chances to study privately… that was one of the things my mom really heard. I just said, “I 
really want to try it.” And she said, “You know, you can always teach.” [laughs] The number 
one thing of music education that I can’t stand is people use music teaching as a fall back. 
But I said, “I just want to see how far I can go.” And she said “Go.” She said, “Do it.” It 
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was really brave of her because we didn’t have any money and I had a big scholarship already 
and I was turning it down…. I think if she hadn’t heard me, my life would have turned out 
very, very differently. So, I don’t think I had the belief in myself…all I had was the will, the 
wanting to do it. I didn’t have enough training and I didn’t have enough mentoring. My 
mom let me do it, but she didn’t know how to mentor me, and there weren’t a lot of people 
in my life at that time… I have been significant periods of my life where I was not well 
mentored and I don’t know how I got through it. I think my own instincts got me through.  
So then I went to a little school in Maryland and graduated undergrad in three years. 
I failed my junior year voice jury—well, I didn’t fail it. I walked off stage. I couldn’t do it 
because I couldn’t sing it. Many years later, I discovered out I had had two serious vocal 
injuries stemming from an intubation accident during surgery when I was a middle schooler. 
These were undiagnosed during my undergraduate years and I wasn’t able to complete my 
vocal degree… 
 …then I was forced to switch to French horn. I was either going to have to drop 
out of music or switch to French horn. So I did, and I was really, really behind. So the band 
director—the wind ensemble director at the time, who was head of the music department at 
this little school in Maryland, he said, “You don’t have the talent.” He told me that—“You 
don’t have the talent go on and be in a conservatory.”  I was furious. So I went ahead and 
applied to Eastman and didn’t get accept there, but I applied to the University of Michigan 
and I did get accepted there… I didn’t finish my masters because I ran out of money…I 
went to Michigan for 2 years and I worked for a year. And then I got a scholarship at 
Bowling Green and went and finished my masters there…  
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…then I recieved a Fulbright to Europe. And that’s where I met my Belgian French 
horn teacher and I went to the Conservatory and studied for five years…after being in 
Europe for a few years, some colleagues asked me to start a community choir in Holland—a 
women’s choir that I ended up having for 17 years. Because many of the people entered the 
choir with very little training, I learned an incredible amount about pedagogy and sequencing 
and pedagogy from this group because I had to teach them from the beginning… 
…But one year after I had been doing this choir for about two years, we had to “sing 
for our supper.” We had to sing for our subsidy. It ended up being a concert in the 
congresgebouw in Rotterdam and we sang for a big roomful of people, there were hundreds 
of people there, and there was a jury, and I had never done anything like that before…they 
wrote comments and one of the men said, “You should take yourself more seriously as a 
conductor.” …I took that comment to heart. I took myself more seriously in my practicing, 
I thought more, I read more, but I wasn’t studying. But at that time too, I was conducting 
some at the American School of The Hague. I wasn’t on staff still.  
Then in 1997, very unexpectedly, my husband died…I was under 40 years old, and I 
was a widow. It took me a long time to get over that…But what happened was, about 2 
months after he died, a really fantastic job opened up at the American School of The Hague. 
My colleague, who’s still there, my friend Gary [said] “I want you to get this job and I want 
to work with you in school.” … there were nine people who applied for that job and I did 
get it. All of a sudden, I was working at the American School of The Hague and I was 
teaching choirs with Gary. He kind of mentored me through my first year and helped me get 
back into school teaching. After my first year, Gary moved on to other teaching assignments 
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in the music department, and I became head of the choral area. I was able to build a very 
large and successful European program.  
In those 10 years that I was there, I caught up. I caught up on repertoire, I caught up 
on all my conducting, I built a huge program, built great choirs, then I had the Rotterdam 
choir, and then I had a community choir at the school with parents and teachers…Then I 
had all these choirs in my life. I had 8 choirs, and I started to do honors choirs. Then one of 
the biggest things was I started studying with Rod Eichenberger. I think from 1997-2007, I 
took 6 master classes, 3 in Europe and 3 in America. He fixed my conducting, although I 
was still pretty dancey and not together like I am now after going to  Florida State, I was still 
doing really good stuff… but I knew I didn’t know enough. And he fixed me though. And I 
asked him, I think in 2005, I asked him, “Do you think I’m good enough to go to graduate 
school?” He said, “I’ve been waiting for you to ask.”… 
I went through this whole year of “What do I do?” Because I was finally on my feet 
in Holland…I was also restless all of a sudden, nine years after my husband had died. And I 
thought, “I can’t leave.” That was the summer of 2006, so I didn’t know what to do. I 
decided to go to Florida State University for my second masters, but I thought, “You don’t 
have to move. Just go get your masters in the summer—go to Florida State.” That’s where I 
met André Thomas… That six weeks changed my life…[getting emotional] So the last thing 
I did was, I’m getting ready to go…and I went into Judy Bowers’ office and said, “Do you 
think I can do this?” And she said, “Of course you can do it, but how old are you?” I told 
her my age, and she said, “Don’t wait. Don’t wait anymore.” So I went back, and I applied in 
October to go to graduate school and I got accepted in December, and I resigned in January 
and I had a whole six months of saying goodbye… 
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… I went to Florida and it was amazing… I really felt like my dream was coming 
true at a very professional level… And then I was offered this wonderful job as DCA now, 
and do the pedagogy, to model and live the pedagogy and teach at the same time, and 
conduct and have amazing ensembles, it’s the perfect combination… 
…It’s an interesting path, because I do feel in one way… because I was so out of the 
United States and so out of conducting for a long time…I missed all this gender bias. Do 
you know where I feel it? I feel it when I go to conventions. I feel it when I’m just being 
myself, and “Oh yeah, I’m the DCA, so I have to act a certain way, and I’m older and I’m a 
women so—“ and all I want to do is sit down and talk to people about what do you think 
about sound, music, repertoire and who are you on the podium? … sometimes I run into the 
archetypes of America, this American thing and I think, “I don’t fit in here.”… 
[Holland is] a very hard culture in one way…people are going to [hit you in the gut] 
and see how you respond and then they’ll be ok with you. So I got used to being hit, 
surprised, because I’m not that type of person and it was hard, but it taught me be tough, 
and it taught me to fight back and it taught me to be myself…it’s like, “Don’t hit me, just 
talk to me.” I’m kind of not American in that way and I’m glad. Sometimes I find myself 
acting American and I think, “Stop, why are you doing this?” That way taught me to be 
myself faster than if I had learned it here…even though I’m still a young DCA in terms of 
my years on the job, I’m not a young person. I have a lot of years of experience and I can 
bring it to bear… 
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2. What are some challenges you face as a female choral educator and conductor? What 
are some strengths you have? 
I think I just answered that. I think my strength is that I got to live in Europe. The 
strength is I learned how to be myself in Holland because I was interfacing with different 
archetypes and different cultural archetypes. I had to be myself. So when I’ve come back, I 
think that’s a huge strength that I have. And sometimes I forget to use it, but I think it’s a 
really huge strength. I think the challenge is I didn’t have strong mentorship. I mean, the 
path I’ve taken was—circuitous. But I’m not unhappy. I am living my dream… I’m not 
going to say I didn’t work hard for it. But when I couldn’t ask for what I wanted to do, it 
was provided for me anyway…  
3. What perceptions, if any, does the general public (students, audience, parents, 
administrators etc.) hold about female conductors and educators?  
…The public is going to form the perception you tell them to—because that’s about 
first impressions…like today I’m in pants and a cute little jacket, because it’s Sunday and I 
don’t have to get dressed up for anybody in the world, but I do have to see some students, 
so I can’t be in my sweatpants…you have to know about the nonverbal and the messages 
you want to pass. And that’s means knowing how people are perceived…I wear suits almost 
every day, I’m always dressed up…because I’m the head of this choral area…by dressing like 
that I’m telling people how to handle me. I’m managing their impressions. Is that 
manipulation? Well, maybe. But if I don’t manage it, it’s going to manage me…I make a 
conscious decision…I am exuding my place…I don’t think that’s gender-specific. I think 
that’s position-specific… 
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I think everybody knows how to make themselves attractive…As a conductor, my 
femininity is not the issue, my competency is the issue. The music is the focus. I’m the 
conduit for that, I’m a conduit for those students… [referring to a survey for which she is 
writing a response]…“Do you feel you must minimize your femininity on the podium? Why 
or why not?” I said, “Absolutely not - Expertise, personal style and pedagogical delivery are 
the mark of a developed individual, and are not specific to gender.”  
…If you’re going to go out and conduct a concert with a very low-cut blouse 
without sleeves, you’re not projecting your musical identity, you’re projecting your 
personality identity, and I don’t want those identities to mix on stage…I want to project the 
conductor identity. That’s who I am at that point…I don’t know if I’m right, but thinking 
like this does not engender resistance. Nobody can be resistant to that, because I’m 
professional, I’m organized, I’m competent. All we’re doing is focusing on music and 
students and learning… 
4. How, if at all, have perceptions about females as conductors/music educators 
changed since you started teaching and conducting both in general and towards you 
specifically?  
…I think the perception of women in competent leadership roles is really changing, 
and it’s accepted and it’s fine. It’s like what Geert Hofestede says, when it gets to be 60-40% 
balance between the sexes in an organization, either way, it’s good. Everyone can function 
best if it’s 60-40 or 50-50, yeah, in that range, it’s all good. So I think it’s changing more, it’s 
changing more in the Academy.  
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--I have found that I’ve gotten a little thing of, “Oh, who does she think she is? She’s 
the DCA” I’ve gotten that a couple times, and I think, “Really? Oh.” And then I’m always 
checking…I don’t want hubris. There’s no place for hubris in music education…I just have 
to work and surrender to music, you know? …I’ve noticed that I’ve lost some women 
friends in transitioning to this position because they’re jealous…and I am sad about that, but 
they can’t be my friend if they can’t accept this…things shift and things change, but you 
have to prove yourself in any leadership job. And that proving yourself—it doesn’t scare 
me…You have manifest competency in your work, whether you’re a man or a woman; 
people just have a different way of talking to you about it. Ok. I’m a leader. I have to 
manifest that I can lead, otherwise I can’t lead. That’s not personal and it’s not gender-
biased, that’s just skill competency…  
I think, that as we’ve talked about before, it’s really about consciousness. It’s about 
consciousness in me and it’s about consciousness in people as they relate to me. And if they 
relate to me unconsciously, what do I chose to do with it?…  
5. Have you ever been in a musical situation in which you felt you were the object of 
bias based on your gender? Would you elaborate on that and how you handled it?  
How did this experience impact you then and has it impacted your career?  
Well, I did actually in the conservatory in Brussels. I had very gender-biased 
situations which were not appropriate. In addition, they were in a second language, and there 
was a lot of innuendo in the comments. I took it personally because I didn’t understand it, 
and I didn’t expect it, and it wasn’t my way of working. As I was there longer, I saw it 
happen to many women. So it wasn’t about music, it was about women. That’s the thing, like 
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you were saying in your document about the different paradigms, I saw the male-dominant, 
hierarchy, higher-education teacher in Belgium functioning very badly for women, because 
it’s an unconscious, unhealthy thing. Although this was a very unpleasant learning 
environment, it helped me understand how these kinds of learning environments really 
feel…[emphatically] It’s not safe… 
So that’s impacted your career— 
It’s helped me define safety. It helped me to be safe. When I say to students, when I 
say in pedagogy class that you can’t have favorites in a classroom, I’m saying that for lots of 
reasons, but one of them is because of gender-bias. Teachers need to be constantly aware 
that their primary relationship is that of student and teacher. And favorites of any kind 
including gender bias create a learning environment that is not safe.  
6. How, if at all, does being in a largely male-dominated choral world affect your 
performance behavior or professional interactions (dress, language use, 
attitude/facial affect)? 
…When I go to conferences, I really work to connect with men, because there are 
more men in my field… 
7. How do you effectively teach (including literature choices) and model for the 
changing male voice? 
It just depends on where they are and what they’re doing. If I can ever have a young 
person sing for a young person, I do. That’s why, with SVCC, I’m so thrilled we’re getting 
some of the guys to come out…I also have a really low voice…I can model down in that 
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range, but it’s not always worth it, because the quality—it’s not that my quality is bad, it’s 
that their quality is not the same.  
…You just have to pedagogically plug into, “Is it better sometimes to have a really 
nice baritone sing for an emerging baritone?" Absolutely. And they show them how to do 
the falsetto…Please don’t misunderstand what I’m saying. The research on vocal modeling is 
very accurate, but I think I also understand the physiology of men’s voices…Because I’m 
with it before they even know, because they don’t know. And that’s the kind of vocal 
pedagogue I want to be as a conductor, because I know what’s like to have somebody not 
hear…I don’t ever want to be that person—and that goes for girls’ voices [too]… 
 
8. How does being female change your interactions with students in the classroom 
(classroom management, social interaction etc)? 
It doesn’t. It just means you have to have your own style, that works for your 
personality and how you interface with other people. My style is about my personality, it’s 
not about my gender. I’m a very intense person…I need to be silly. I need to laugh, for my 
students and for myself because it keeps the learning environment fun. I really think about 
managing my energy with my students…You manage your energy and their energy so they 
can be optimized, so it’s optimal every day…It depends on what the energy needs to do and 
what you need to have done in the rehearsal at the same time. I think that’s one of the most 
fascinating parts of being a teacher and a conductor…you grow in your expertise in 
managing energy…consciously or unconsciously, every fine teacher understands what I just 
said.   
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9. What is one piece of advice you would give to future female conductors and music 
educators? 
…This is what I think it means for female conductors and music educators. “What 
are the characteristics of an effective leader?” For me, there’s a phenomenological sense of 
inspiration and vision, humor, non-judgment, the balance of intuition and cognition, 
metacognitive thinking, fantastic people skills, the capacity to empower others to be all they 
can be, and mirror them so they can see who they are, without my judgment on top of it. 
You have to be thorough, organized, flexible, and fun. You have to be mindful of yourself 
and other people, you have to create a culture of safety, excellence, and you have to build a 
community that is that culture, and you have to have characteristics that engender musical 
flow and achievement while the social is being built… Develop those qualities of being an 
effective leader, and you will be an effective conductor…another thing I would say: although 
there are cycles of “women power” in conducting, and that Wit, Wisdom and Will, was sort of 
a women power thing… because we’re balancing number’s, getting to that magical balance 
Geert Hofstede talks about, ultimately, we leave that gender stuff behind, when we become 
expert and competent in our field. Expertise is skill-specific and skill based, rather than 
gender specific and gender based.  Who we are, as musicians and people, inform our art and 
our results.   
Yes, I am a woman, but beyond that, I am a musician, a conductor and a conduit for 
the transfer of musical energy.  Gender is a very small part of the picture that you leave 
behind when the bigger energies and moments are with you on stage…the most important 
thing to remember is that every time you’re with students and every time you’re on the 
podium making music, you are a conduit for something so much bigger than you. You have 
to be so competent, and ready and skilled in your teacher behaviors, in your rehearsal 
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behaviors, in your conducting behaviors, to allow that growth and that manifestation to take 
place. In the last four minutes of answering this final question, there has not been one 
mention of the word “gender”…  
Work as hard as you can, be a good as you can, not because women have to be better 
than men…but wherever you are, that’s what you’re doing, and then it’s the eternal “now”.  
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Legacy 
 
Music has been described as “the aural manifestation of the human spirit” “part of the life of 
our spirit”, “simple truth”, and “rooted in real life” (Catoni Conlon and Whittemore 2009, 345). 
Regardless of how one chooses to describe music, it remains a powerful art form connecting mind-
body-spirit. Throughout history, music has been inextricably linked with military and political 
revolutions, significant social and cultural changes, religion and civil movements. Music has the 
power to change lives, to change communities. Professional musicians have the opportunity to 
explore this power with a career-length timeline in mind.   
Being a professional musician is a discovery of balance between rigor and imagination; this 
balance is not without responsibility. “Women Conductors: Neither Fish, Nor Fowl, Nor Good Red 
Herring” discussed the need for professional and individual development, but professionalism also 
involves a responsibility in one’s interactions with others, or the development of culture. The 
building blocks of culture include social identity, physical health, psychological well-being, and 
awareness within a collective setting (Rao 2009, 238). Healthy culture includes exploring a pluralistic 
musical culture, affirming one another and our personal music and celebrating the creation of 
culture and exploration of sound. Teacher effectiveness embodying character, musicianship, 
conducting and preparation are the seed from which the ensemble will spring. We as conductors 
have the opportunity to model the culture that we wish to create, which the ensemble models for 
the audience.  
Results from a study conducted by University of Toronto indicate a growing consciousness 
in which a culture of safety promotes human value, reflection and development rather than the 
previous focus on hierarchy, perfection and exclusion (Rao 2009, 237). Concomitantly, in today’s 
world of social media and increasingly transient lives, collective experiences are increasingly 
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becoming important in maintaining a common societal fabric. Successful choirs today promote 
collective experiences by focusing on community development within the ensemble and within the 
larger community; additionally, these trends and women’s strengths present a power synergistic 
opportunity (Romey, Sweet, and Wanyama 2009, 74). Music and the act of making music establish a 
set of relationships between the ensemble, conductor, score (composer), and audience (Romey, 
Sweet, and Wanyama 2009, 75). Because of music’s unique triune quality, which engages our entire 
being, “linking our insides with our outsides and ourselves with others”, ensembles also have a 
unique opportunity to promote music as an avenue for social change (Romey, Sweet, and Wanyama 
74; Rao 2009, 257). 
“The journey is the destination” and “the concert is the celebration of what has already 
happened” (van der Vat-Chromy 2010a). One of the primary ways to advocate for change within an 
ensemble is the establishment of overarching, curricular through-lines. Both rehearsal threads and 
curricular through-lines are phrases or concepts, either academic or social, which act as a touchstone 
for a shared experience. Once a conductor has established a social through-line, such as being 
“raising awareness for the performing arts through academic, musical and professional excellence”, 
the ensemble has a focus with which to fuel their action.  
Establishing music ensembles as avenues for social change “deepens our relationship with 
the music and one another, and inspires us to more actively engage with the world around us”. 
Community outreach programs or “Choruses Engaging Communities” are becoming more 
common; few however, consider the conductor (Romey, Sweet, and Wanyama 2009, 73). The 
conductor is the only link in function, knowledge and purpose between the audience and the 
musician, the ensemble and the score.  Though a silent musician, the conductor commands the 
helm—they are the most important factor in conveying meaning and direction.  
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The primary means through which an ensemble can establish itself as an engaging entity is 
through the repertoire presentation. Is it multi-cultural or ethno-centric? Does it use exclusive 
language? Does it provoke thought and discussion within a particular social, political or cultural 
context? And most importantly, does it support the overall mission of the performing ensemble? 
The act of music making also provides an opportunity in which the choir may reach out to the 
greater community in a way that compliments repertoire, mission and the academic and social 
through-lines. The synchronization of these forces creates a dynamic opportunity to community 
engagement in a holistic and mutually beneficial arena. Through the use of through-lines, conscious 
repertoire choices, performances which present the mission and ethos, conductors create an 
ensemble which is their legacy.  
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Coda 
The research execution and preparation of this honors thesis, “Classroom, Concert Hall and 
Career: A Yearlong Survey of the Female Choral Conductor’s Experience” has been a journey of 
discovery. This thesis has both mirrored and chronicled my development as female, professionally: 
as an artist-musician, conductor and researcher and personally: relationally, emotionally and 
spiritually. In chronicling the history of the archetypal struggle of women in choral conducting, this 
document has attempted to represent the past, research the present, and herald the future. As Rao, 
Apfelstadt and Hofstede have summarized, as organizational groups, cultures and structures become 
more conscious, more aware, and more intrinsically human, gender moves from being a typifying 
archetype into a unique entry-point for the expression of musical wholeness. In summarizing 
Wisdom, Wit and Will: Women Choral Conductors on their Art¸ the body of research presented throughout 
the document and the expertise of the subjects included in this study, a question emerged: what 
behaviors, what inner decisions can be viewed as auspices of the future for women in choral 
conducting?  
One of the most important concepts that has emerged on a personal level throughout the 
course of this study is that of giving grace: for oneself, for others, for who we are becoming, for a 
culture of musical conductors. Many times, especially when I felt like I was backtracking in my own 
development, I have been frustrated with my seemingly halting growth as a being. However, as so 
many people in my life continued to remind me, yelling at a tree to grow would produce no effect; 
similarly, judging myself would have no positive effect on my growth. I have learned to face my 
fears and to overcome them, to accept grace from others when I could not extend it to myself, and 
that the capacity to herald the future lies within giving grace. 
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Giving grace has been a vital thread reflected back to me through the research, stories and 
writing of this document. The reality of giving grace is what has sustained me in my own evolution 
as emerging choral music educator.  It is the hope of this researcher that this document will be of 
assistance to other conductors as they strive to develop their personal wholeness and step into the 
light of conscious music-making, no matter their gender.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Tables 
Table 1: Rehearsal Flow (Bowers 2004) 
 
 Warm up (vocal technique, vowels, tone) 
 Skill Building (aural drills/games, sight reading, conducting, creating) 
 Song #1 = most complex (the hardest task of the day) 
 Song #2 = continued work (some successful outcomes) 
 Song #3 = moderately complex (#1, several days later) 
 Song #4 = polishing work (many successful outcomes) 
 Closing =  Fun or favorite song, solo and/or small group opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Direct Instruction Model (Bowers 2004) 
Operational Definitions of Sequential  Patterns 
Components of Sequential Patterns: 
 
Teacher Presentations (1): 
 
1a ACADEMIC MUSICAL TASK PRESENTATION  (talking about music or performance  
 aspects, including modeling by the teacher or piano, or questions) 
 
1d DIRECTIONS (giving directions regarding who will, or where to sing/play, counting  
 beats, usually ending in “ready, go”, questioning) 
 
1s SOCIAL TASK PRESENTATION (presenting rules of behavior, moving students around  
 in the room, etc.) 
 
1o OFF TASK STATEMENTS (unnecessary and irrelevant comments, such as talking to  
 oneself, interruptions, etc.) 
 
Student Responses (2): 
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2p PERFORMANCE (entire ensemble, sections, or individuals, singing or playing) 
 
2v VERBAL (ensemble members asking or answering a question, or making a  statement, or 
 spoken performance, such as rhythmic reading, text speaking, or spoken solfege) 
 
2nv NONVERBAL (ensemble members nodding heads, raising hands, or moving in response to 
 teacher instruction) 
 
Reinforcement(3): 
 
3a VERBAL/NONVERBAL APPROVAL (positive response to student behavior) 
 
3d VERBAL/NONVERBAL DISAPPROVAL (negative response to student behavior)  
 
  APPROVAL        DISAPPROVAL 
  
 *SPECIFIC NONSPECIFIC    *SPECIFIC  NONSPECIFIC 
 
    #related   unrelated        
                  #related       unrelated 
  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
*Specific = Exact feedback containing musical information 
 Nonspecific = vague feedback containing no musical information (cheerleading) 
 
#Related = Feedback associated with the “1” presented by the teacher 
  Unrelated = Feedback NOT related to the “1” presented by the teacher 
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Appendix 2: Montevideo Middle School Materials 
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Repertoire Outline (van der Vat-Chromy 2011) 
Smile at me! Biggest teacher error is no specificity!  
Don’t let them get their music out yet!! 
I.  Main melody: Teach the main melody all the way through by ear: 
Transfer Sequence 
mm 13 - 16 You sing    They listen   
mm 13 - 16 You sing again  They listen 
mm 13 - 16 You sing it  They tap the rhythm quietly on their fist as you sing 
mm 13 - 16 You sing it  They tap the rhythm and mouth the words 
mm 13 - 16 You sing it  They whisper the words while you sing 
mm 13 - 16 You sing it  They sing it with you 
mm 13 - 16 You sing it  They sing it with you again 
     They sing it alone 
You give a big smile, and a complement! 
You give them an academic instruction and ask them to sing it again with better tone. 
Rule of the Steady Beat 
They do it and you complement their improvement. 
2.  Locating the melody through the piece. 
2a. You:  The melody is an important part of this piece 
The melody we just learned is at mm 13.  Please find it 
Please read it - the words and the notes 
Please read it while I sing it 
Please read it and sing it yourself. 
2b. This melody comes in, in many different places in our song.   It will have  some different 
words, or even higher, but the tune will be the same. 
Who can find another statement of melody?  Please raise your hand when you have found 
one 
 (Hands up for mm: 17, 30, 34, 50, 53) 
 Each time they find it, then you sing it. Then they sing it. 
2c.   Sing through the piece with all the melodies. 
You did great on finding all those melodies!  Let’s sing through the piece, all the way 
through, and just do those melodies! 
You play all the way through, everything and they sing all the melodies on your cues. 
WOW!  Great!   
Transition to the next learning area: 
Did you notice some other parts left that we have to learn, as we sang through on only the 
melody parts? 
Do you realize that there are just three other parts to learn on this piece?  The Deo parts, 
the Gloria in excelsis parts and the Angel parts.  Then we have the whole song learned! 
What part would you like to learn next?  The Deo parts, the Gloria parts or the Angel parts? 
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 (They pick!) 
3.   The Deo parts 
 Demand all eyes and ears! 
The Deo parts are cool, because they have two fun aspects, a great rhythm and a fun parallel 
harmony. 
3a. Rote learning: 
So let’s learn the rhythm: 
 Echo me:  (clap) 2 3 (clap) 1 - 2 - 3 (clap)  
 They echo: (clap) 2 3 (clap) 1 - 2 - 3 (clap)  
Echo me:  (clap) 2 3 (clap) 1 - 2 - 3(clap)  
 They echo: (clap) 2 3 (clap) 1 - 2 - 3(clap)  
 Echo me:  (clap) De-o!  (clap) De-    o (clap)  
They echo: (clap) De-o!  (clap) De-    o (clap)  
Echo me:  (clap) De-o!  (clap) De-    o (clap)  
They echo: (clap) De-o!  (clap) De-    o (clap)  
 Great!  Find the Deo parts in the music  
 They find mm 1  
 Great!  Now read, clap and count 
 They: Read, clap and count 
 Now read, clap and say the words 
They read, clap and say the words 
Great! 
Now, let’s learn what it sounds like! 
Echo me with singing and hand signs:  (clap) la so (clap) fa- so - me (clap)  
They echo:  (clap) la so (clap) fa- so - me (clap)  
 Echo me with singing and hand signs:  (clap) la so (clap) fa- so - me (clap)  
They echo:  (clap) la so (clap) fa- so - me (clap)  
 Now let’s sing it! 
Echo me with singing and hand signs:  (clap) Deo! (clap) Deo! (clap)  
They echo:  Deo! (clap) Deo! (clap)  
 
3b. Sing and read it in the music 
3c. GREAT! Where is there another Deo part 
(At the end, mm 74, 76) 
(Teach in the same way) 
3d. Read it in the music 
3e. GREAT!  Let’s sing the whole song again, with the Deo parts and all the melody parts! 
4.  Gloria in excelsis parts  
4a. Rote learning 
4b. Sing and read in the music 
4c. Look at all the part 
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4d. Read and sing all parts in the music 
4e.  Sing the entire piece, now using the melody, all Deo parts and all Gloria in excelsis parts 
5.   Angel Parts 
5a. Rote learning 
5b. Sing and read in the music 
5c. Look at all the part 
5d. Read and sing all parts in the music 
5e.  Sing the entire piece, now using the melody, all Deo parts and all Gloria in excelsis parts 
6.   Anything left?  (Little bits, fill, hard things?   
Isolate and learn 
7.   Run the piece! 
8.  After the piece is learned, work on “rehearsal threads” ( 2 per week) of tone, counting, solfege, 
independence of lines, blend tuning, etc.! 
Review all through lines before running the piece. 
More energy after the key change.  
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Lesson Plans 
Deo! Rehearsal 1 
(warm ups only) 
 Good morning! (head voice) 
o don’t tell them, but get them to echo back 
o reintroduce self; about me 
 
 Pre vocal warm ups 
o Dog pant 
 Breathing policemen 
 In 4 out 4 
 In 4 out 8 
 In 4 out 12 
 In 4 out…. 
 Shh…. 
 Keep ribs elevated 
o Body percussion 
 Clap/pat 
 Snaps & stomps 
 Vocals (buzz & slide) 
o Smile, breathe through eyes 
o Doggie sound 
 Who has a dog? 
 Golden Retrievers 
 Dachshunds 
 Chihuahuas  
 Vocal Warm-ups 
o Rollercoasters 
 No tension 
 Hands up on “whoo” 
o EIEIO 
 Breath with choir 
 Cool breath 
 Speak sing first 
o Dididi de de de dah (12345 12345 58531) 
 Same breath 
 A little higher (range) 
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o Jubilate Deo 
 Whole, phrase whole 
 Speak sing words 
 Translation 
 Keys appropriate for middle school? 
 What did we learn today? 
 
Deo! Rehearsal 4  
Smile 
Teacher Specificity 
Warm-ups? 
1. Rollercoasters 
2. Breathe with Space 
a. Inner tube and pear 
b. Practice breath 
c. D DRM MFSFMRD—lip buzz 
d. Cat reaow!  
e. Zing a momma  
f. De-oh (DMSMD) 
3. Deo  
a. Breath on the clap 
b. Watch for diphthongs!! 
Deo 
1. Does anyone remember what we learned last week? 
2. Review of last time 
a. Rule of steady beat 
b. Demand all eyes and ears 
3. Listen for: 
a. Breath with space 
b. Tempo 
c. Dynamics 
d. Entrances 
e. Consonants 
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Deo! Rehearsal 5   
Smile 
Teacher Specificity 
Warm-ups 
1. New Rollercoaster 
a. Everyone start on comfortable pitch 
b. Follow my hand (high low) 
c. Also follow my dynamics 
2. Silly Sounds in Head voice 
3. Breath 
a. Can somebody demonstrate a silent breath? 
b. What do we think about when we’re taking a silent breath (pear, inner tube) 
i. Everyone take a breath  
ii. Do it wrong  
iii. Do it right again  
c. What is it called when you take a really fast breath (catch breath)? 
i. Everyone take a catch breath  
ii. Do it wrong  
iii. Do it right again 
4. D DRM MFSFMRD 
a. lip buzz 
b. bom bom bom 
c. dah dah dah 
5. Zing a momma….Za 
a. Solfege  
b. Buzzy feeling 
Deo 
1. Rule of steady beat 
2. Demand all eyes and ears 
3. Listen for: 
a. Breath with space 
b. Tempo 
c. Dynamics 
d. Entrances 
e. Consonants 
4. Gloria In excelsis parts 
a. Move fast, but we will have only 5 measures left to learn! 
b. Rote learning of meas. 21 theme 
 
i. Steps 
1. Sing/listen 
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2. Sing/listen 
3. Sing/tap 
4. Sing/mouth 
5. Sing/sing 
6. They sing 
ii. Look at music 
1. What do we notice about our notes  at measure 21-24? (unison) 
2. Speak sing with my cue.  
3. For fun, do it the other way 
iii. Sing it 
iv. Next place? 
c. How is measure 39 different? (harmony in Part 1) 
i. Who has melody/who has harmony? 
ii. Everyone sing harmony part twice 
iii. Sing as written 
iv. Next place? 
d. How is meas 66 different from the past 2? 
i. Meas 66-69 like above 
ii. Read to the end 
 
5. Story of Deo! 
a. I said it was based off of Siyahamba! But I wanted to give you more info. Does 
anyone know what the original text means? (Siyahamba kukanyene kuenkos. We are 
marching in the light of God) 
b. It’s a traditional Zulu song…they really like male a cappella singing. It was composed 
in 1950, and may reflect their struggle with apartheid. Does anyone know what 
apartheid is? 
c. Zulu people are from South Africa. Apartheid enforced in South Africa 1948-1994, 
similar to Jim Crow Laws before Civil Rights in 1960’s. Strong racial segregation; 
Zulus were treated as 3rd class citizens.  
d. Even though the text is different, Deo! Is still about joy and hope…think about that 
as we run through everything we know so far.  
 
6. Left to Do 
a. What do we have left to do? 
i. Meas 7-10 
ii. Meas 31-38 
b. Go through whole piece…help with parts at 7-10, Part 1 on Meas. 31-38 
c. Solidify/again if have time 
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Appendix 3: Shenandoah Valley Children’s Choir Materials 
I Had a Little Nut Tree Analysis 
 
 
Analysis- Structural/Phrasal I Had a Little Nut Tree /arr. Betty Bertaux; OCTB6498 Boosey & Hawkes
||:
Form: Phrasal (micro) V1/unison Intro a b
Form: Phrasal (micro) Voice 2
Measure # mm1 mm2 mm3 mm4 mm5 mm6 mm7 mm8 mm9 mm10 mm11
Form: Micro
Tempo: (rit, accel) mm=96
Meter 4|4
Texture/Color light and crisp. unison
Dynamics mf dim. p V: mf
Harmonic Progression I vi || 6thsV || 6ths I V
7 I I sus to II sus to II sus to I IV64 sus IV I sus I V || 6ths I IV        V
4
2            I
Cadences AC AC
Text V1 I had a little nut tree and nothing would it bear, But a silver nutmeg and a golden pear. The 
Text V1 Voice 2 
Text V2 Her dress was all of crimson. Coal black was her hair. She asked me for my nutmeg and my golden pear. I 
Text V2 Voice 2
Forces-Voice in two parts
Forces- Piano
Forces- Triangle & Finger Cymbals
:||
a c a
mm12 mm13 mm14 mm15 mm16 mm17
mp
I                              I6 IV       V7 vi V6 I  I6 IV I6            IV      ii64 I
6        V7     I I IV                                 I64
PAC IAC
King of Spain's daughter came to visit me. And all for the sake of my little nut tree. I danced over water, I skipped across the sea. And 
said so fair a princess never did I see. I'll give to you the fruit of my little nut tree. 
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||:
d Interlude
mm18 mm19 mm20 mm21 mm22 mm23 mm24 mm25 mm26
3|4 4|4
p mp
IV          I6        IV        iimi V IV   I
6
ii V I V
6 I I6 V || 6ths I V
7 I I sus to I sus to I
AC/piano elision PAC/
all the birds in the air couldn't catch me! I
Her 
a b a
e
mm27 mm28 mm29 mm30 mm31 mm32
descant/countermelody
mp decresc. p
I sus to I IV64 sus IV I sus I V || 6ths I IV        V
4
2            I I                              I
6 IV       V7 vi V6 I  I6
IAC
had a little nut tree ad nothing would it bear, But a silver nutmeg and a golden pear. The King of Spain's daughter came to visit me. And 
Silver nutmeg and a golden pear. …His daughter came to visit me. 
dress was all of crimson. Coal black was her hair. She asked me for my nutmeg and my golden pear. I said so fair a princess never did I see. I'll 
Silver nutmeg and a golden pear. …A princess never did I see. 
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Ending 1 :|| Ending 2 ||
c ( c ) f d
(e) a d
mm33 mm34 mm35 mm36 mm37 mm38 mm39 mm40 mm41 mm42 mm43 mm44
3|4 4|4
descant
mf mp decresc.
IV I6            IV      ii64 I
6        V7     I ii V I I
6        V7     I I IV                                 I64IV          I
6        IV        iimi V I vi || 6ths I
6   V7  I
PAC PAC PAC PAC
all for the sake of my little nut tree. little nut tree. I danced___. I skipped__ And all for the birds_ in the air couldn't catch me!
Just to see my nut tree. my nut tree. I
give to you the fruit of my little nut tree. little nut tree. I 
Here's the fruit of my nut tree. my nut tree. I
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I Had a Little Nut Tree Rehearsal 1 
[o] 
Smile! Love the Choir! 
 Week 1   10 minutes 
o Echo game; reading my hands like Hannah did last week 
o Verse 1 
 Solfege  
 DD 
 D R D 
 D M S 
o Major or minor? 
 L D’S 
 Phrases in rhythm 
 “one two ti breath D D R D D M S 
 S L L L D S 
 Other parts 
 OK, I’m going to sing two phrases. You tell me which on went lower. Sing both +2 of V1. 
Which phrase went lower? (The first thing I sang or the second?) Sing again if necessary 
 Echo phrases 
 Chant text OR Sing each phrase with text. Have them open scores to first page 
 If TIME 
 Perform 
 Have Maurita play 2 intro measures. 
 Mouth “one two ti breath do do” (SHOW HANDSIGNS, DON’T CONDUCT 
o  IF TIME--Refrain 
 Couldn’t catch pat me” (one two three four with fingers) 
 Sing refrain; cue choir  
o Perform the whole thing—show solfege with hands rather than conducting 
o Listen for 
 Pitch accuracy 
 Correct entrances on (4) and 
o Assignment: Practice V1;  Where else is V1? Listen to the whole thing and let me know next week! 
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I Had a Little Nut Tree Rehearsal 4 
Week 6 [o] 
Smile! Love the Choir!  
Demonstrate. One thing at a time. Speak higher than normal. Cue well. 
 
 Isolate 
o Snap 
o Retrain bend knees 
o Please sing your harmony part by yourself (with accompaniment) 
 Silver nutmeg… 
 I danced, I skipped… 
 Run the whole thing 
o Memorization 
o Breathing 
o Interludes—what do these mean? Waiting time… 
o Dynamics 
o Consonants 
 Meaning 
o Anticipation 
o Joy  
o Springtime!  
o Can you think about a time when you were really happy to see someone? (Like the girl when her dad 
came back from his tour of duty…) 
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Dance of the Willow Rehearsal 3 
Objective: 
Run through and start memorization 
Tuning 
 Run through 
o Please look up as much as possible 
o Think about ABA form 
o Give feedback 
 Fix any issues 
o Count sing 
o Solfege 
 Memorization 
o Begin each line…have the students finish 
o Try to sing memorized 
o Look for 10 seconds 
o Try again… 
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J’entends le Moulin Rehearsal 4 
Objectives: 
Spot check 
Road map 
Runthrough 
 Review language 
o Please speak the text in rhythm. Ready, go 
 
 Road Map (Have students mark each section in music and then work on it) 
o THEME AND VARIATIONS 
o Intro—measures 1-4 
o Theme—French; measures 5-19 
 First phrase, stop on luh 
 Stop on Mou-lah 
 Stop on ti-que and ta-que 
 Show fishy lips 
o Interlude—mm 21-24 
o Variation 1—French, in a round; measures 25-41 
o Interlude—measures 42-45 
o Variation 2—English; measures 46-61 
 Stop on tick 
 Stop on tack 
o Variation 3—French with English descant; measures 62-75 
 Solidify Sops 
 Run through mm 64-73 
 Speak sing text in rhythm 
o Add rule of the steady beat (ex: Ta-ack V hear the mill wheel clang and bang*) 
o More diction. Pop out of texture! 
 Try on solfege slowly 
 Altos please count-sing (one & two &) with the rule of the steady beat mm 75-80 
 Loop last measure 
 
 Study for 10-30 seconds 
 Runthrough with Roadmap on the overhead 
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